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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method for providing a wireless Internet connection to 
WiFi-enabled devices (STAs) comprising: wirelessly con
necting a first STA to the Internet through a first~ with a first 
SSID; remaining connected to the first Access Pomt (AP), the 
first STA creates a sofuvare-based wireless AP with a second 
SSID ior wirelessly connecting other STAs to the lntemet 
through the first STA. A software module nmning on the first 
STA allows a second STA a wide access to the lntemet only if 
the second STA has a copy of the software module nmning 
installed and active therein. A method for configuring STAs to 
connect to a wireless network, comprising: a customer first 
connects a STA by wire to its network; a software on the STA 
copies to the STA the security information gained through the 
wired connection, thus setting the security parameters for the 
STA. 

13 Claims, 22 Drawing Sheets 
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First STA transmits "AP available" WIFI info 
~41 

.___ __ -.---__ ____.1..-----------' 42 _ Info is presented to Guest J 

Allow limited access to Guest 
including our Web site 

y 

43 

N 

45 

N 

Download connectivity software to Guest 
and activate it 

Connect guest to Internet 
and. allow wider access 

! 
Guest transmits 11AP a vailable" info 

and further spreads our service 

End 
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First STA associates with an AP 
as a regular STA 

First STA activates 'AP' Protocol Stack 
with open security 

43 
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Address translation to connect Guest 
to our Website 

End 
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41 
First STA transmits "AP available" WIFI info 

42 
Info Is presented to Guest 

45 

Download connectivity software to Guest ~ 46 
and activate it 

Connect guest to Internet and allow 
wider access, excluding private servers/sites 

Guest transmits "AP available" info 
and further spreads our service 

Guest uses encryption and secure website to 
preserve privacy from connecting STA 

Establish best route for all STAs 
adaptive to changes in network. 

load balancing. 
Connections thru multiple routes. 

FIG. 7 
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First STA connects to AP in "AP" mode 
~412 

~ 
Set wireless connection as "Ad-Hoc" 
using the same channel as the AP 

~413 

! 
Transmit beacon message at a delay after AP 

or set beacon period so as to minimize 
~415 

collisions 

l 
Act asAP for additional STAs, while preventing 

them access to its inner network 
~416 

! 
Replace commercial banners for own site and 

also for STAs connected to this STA 
~417 

l 
Option: Allow connection of connected STAs 

only if it is at least X hops into the 
~418 

Internet 

! 
Maintaining fairness: demand a connected STA 

to disconnet or move or pay after 
~419 

a predefined time 

FIG. 8 
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Connect through a first AP 

Activate Vagabee to provide 
AP service to other STAs 

Search for additional paths to establish 
multiple simultaneous connections 

thru multiple APs 

Copy configuration of connecting STA, to gain 
direct access to intial AP, or receive connecting 

instructions for STAs with trusted hardware 

Preserve privacy using tunneling to a trusted 
network site for sensitive traffic 

Perform handover whenever necessary 

When moving to a new location: 
establishing a connectionm with available AP, 

Activate Vagabee to provide AP service to other STAs 

Maintaining fairness: demand a connected STA 
to disconnet or move or pay after 

a predefined time 
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First STA connects to AP in 11AP 11 mode 

Establish settings for first STA: 
configure AP with secure settings, 

set STA with secure settings. 
Store settings in web site. 

1 
Redirect a connecting STA to the web site 

to configure it with secure settings. 
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STA prepares in advance for a handover: 
*Assisted by another STA (or STAs) 
* Optional: use the same MAC and IP 

addresses in more than one STA 
* Learn the identity of adjacent APs 
* Measure beacon strength from other APs 

t 
GN supports handover: 
* GN keeps a pool of MAC and IP addresses 
* GN sends the addresses to STA just before it 

enters the AP 

STA reduces the number of Location Updates 
by only updating when changing location area 

~ 
GN transmits a pseudo-beacon including 

MAC address, IP address, port number 

! 
Easy security configuration: 
* The AP of the customer is not changed 
* Establish secure channel with STA 
and copy security information, or 
* Connect the STA initially by wire 

Gain access to locked networl<s 
by joining the Vagabee service 

Maintain simultaneous communication 
with more than one AP. 
Update net configuration responsive to 
changing circumstances 
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'----------,-----------11~ 415 
_ Load BSS firmware to the NIC . 

~ 
Associate with AP using a first SSID 

~416 

~ 
Load IBSS firmware to the NIC, but do not perform ~417 

dissociation from AP before loading the IBSS 

t 
Create an ad-hoc network using a second SSID 

~418 

t 
Communicate with AP and STA that connect to 

the second SSID 
~419 
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First STA, using a single Wireless NIC, 
connects to an AP using a first SSID, 

~491 

and creates a network using a second SSID 

Allow other STAs to connect to the Internet by 
allowing them to connect to the second SSID. __./ 492 
The first STA decrypts and encrypts data packets as 
needed, and performs address translations and 
forward packets between the second and first SSID 
to facilitate this connection for other STAs. 

FIG. 16 
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First STA, using a single Wireless NIC/ 
connects to an AP using a first SSID/ 

~491 

and creates a network using a second SSID 

Allow other STAs limited access to the Internet by 
allowing them to connect to the second SSID. 
The limited access includes the abili1y to download 
a software that implements the current method. v 492 

The first STA decrypts and encrypts data packets as 
needed, and performs address translations and 
forward packets between the second and first SSID 
to facilitate this limited connection for other STAs. 

When the first STA detects that another STA has a 
software (which implements the current method) v 493 
installed, the first STA allows the other STA 
a wider access to the Internet. 

FIG. 17 
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First STA, using a single Wireless NIC, 
connects to an foP using a first SSID, 
and creates a ne1work using a second SSID 

Allow other STAs limited access to the lntemet by 
allowing them to connect to the second SSID. 
The limited access includes the ability to request 
an ability to access the first SSID directly, i.e. 
not through the second SSID and the first STA. 

The first STA decrypts and encrypts data packets as 
needed, and performs address translations and 
forward packets between the second and first SSID 
to facilitate this limited connection for other STAs. 

Another STA requests an ability. for direct access to 
the first SSID 

Security access parameters to access the first SSiD are 
copied from the first STA to the other STA 

The other STA can access the first SSID directly 
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First STA using a single Wireless NIC, 
connects to an AP using a first SSID, 
and creates a ne1work using a second SSID 

Allow other STAs limited access to the Internet by 
allowing them to connect to the second SSID 

l 
First STA's user can view a list of 
connected STAs and can choose to allow access 
directly through the first SSID to a chosen other STA 

l 
Security access parameters to access the first SSID 
are copied from the first STA to the other STA 

The other STA can access the first SSID directly 
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First STA using a single Wireless NIC, 
l-----/ connects to an AP using a first SSID, 491 

and creates a ne1work using a second SSID 

Allow other STAs limited access to the Internet by l---J 492 

allowing them to connect to the second SSID. 

Security access parameters to access the first SSID ~ 
are copied to the other STA 

496 

The other STA can access the first SSID directly ~ 
497 

FIG. 20 
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WIRELESS INTERNET SYSTEM AND 
METHOD 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

2 
of the current disclosure to provide a system and a method for 
improving the connection quality for roaming STAs. 

Another aspect of this invention refers to systems and 
methods for fast handovers in wireless networks such as 
802.11 networks, specifically in un-managed wireless net
works, and more particularly such systems and methods 
which allow extremely fast handovers in these networks with
out any changes to existing 802.11 base stations. The inven
tion also concerns efficient performance with regards to 

This application is a National Phase Application of PCT 
International Application No. PCT/IL2007 /000244, Interna
tional Filing Date 22 Feb. 2007, which claims priority from 
provisional Patent Applications, 60/775,321, filed 22 Feb. 
2006, and 60/794,135, filed 24 Apr. 2006, all of which are 
hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety. 

10 power consumption, coverage, security, installation, capacity 
and availability of wireless networks such as 802.11. 

The invention can achieve these goals without any change 
to the WiFi access point. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates to a wireless Internet system 
and method, and more particularly to such systems for pro
viding wireless Internet connection to roaming devices such 
as Portable computers, Laptops, PDAs and phones, and the 
deployment of such a system in a fast spreading manner (a 
viral-like method), in a client software-only manner such that 
the existing access points are not changed at all. 

Currently, there is a growing number ofWiFi public hot-
15 spots (or Access Points-"AP"). These APs allow WiFi 

enabled devices (which we refer to as STA) that are in their 
coverage area to connect to the internet. 

Some oftheAPs are operated as a business, service, or as 
part of a community, either with or without a charge to the 

BACKGROUND ART 

20 STA's owner. Other APs are placed by individuals in their 
premises, but are not "locked", i.e., they allow bypassing 
STAs to utilize them. The cumulative connectivity provided 
by the APs is enormous and growing fast, thus, it is tempting 
to use this cumulative connectivity to compete with other 

Currently, there is a growing number of WiFi public hot
spots (or Access Points-"AP"). These APs allow WiFi-en
abled devices (which we refer to as STA) that are in their 
coverage area to Connect to the internet. 

25 wireless technologies. For example, it would be tempting to 
have a STA that looks like a cellular handset (i.e., a WiFi 
Handset, or WiFi Phone), where the WiFi handset uses the 
free connectivity to provide a "free" service that competes 
with or complements the cellular service. 

One of the major difficulties of achieving this vision is that 
the coverage of a single WiFi AP is very small (about a few 
hundreds to a few thousands of square meters). When a user 
goes out of this area, his connectivity is lost. A natural naive 
approach to solve this problem is performing a handover 

Some of the APs are operated as a business, service, or as 30 

part of a community, either with or without a charge to the 
STA's owner. Other APs are placed by individuals in their 
premises, but are not "locked", i.e., they are "open", allowing 
bypassing STAs to utilize them. Other APs placed by indi
viduals are "locked" (or "closed"), thus not allowing passing 
STAs to utilize them. 

35 (sometimes also called handoff) to another AP with a better 
radio connection to the user. Another approach is to have a 
handset which supports both WiFi and Cellular, and handover 
the conversation from WiFi to Cellular [See: WO 2004/ 
036770], this way, WiFi extends the coverage of cellular, and 

As APs are being deployed in growing numbers, many 
individuals lock their APs for fear of unfair use of their 
network resources, and due to security concerns. For 
instance, there have been cases where a person places an open 
AP, and his neighbor uses thisAP as its internet connection on 

40 conversation is handed over from WiFi to cellular, when there 
is no WiFi coverage. However, the problem of performing 
handover between one WiFi AP to another WiFi AP remains 
when appropriate cellular coverage is not available (or there is 

a full-time basis without the consent of the first person, thus 
abusing and degrading the service of the first individual. In 
other cases, the neighbor hacked into the computer of the first 
person through the network. Thus, as time passes, most APs 45 

are either locked, or a payment is required to use them. 
Although the total number of APs and their area of coverage 
is growing fast, a larger percent of the APs are becoming 
locked and inaccessible to roaming STAs. 

A prior art approach for allowing roaming customers to 50 

access the Internet is taken by Fon (www.fon.com). It allows 
individuals to download a new software into their APs, which 
makes their APs a pay-for-use APs for STAs that roam in their 
vicinity, and in addition, they receive a username and pass
word for free access to other APs which are operated by Fon 55 

or utilize their software. It also allows users to enjoy part of 
some of the payments made by other users to use the network. 
However, roaming STAs are forced either to find an openAP, 
find an AP for which they have an account, or pay for access 

no cooperation from the cellular company). The same idea 
applies when cellular is replaced by other access technology, 
such as satellite communications. 

The concept ofhandover is taken from cellular networks. 
Handovers usually work well in managed networks, such as 
cellular networks, campuses, or office environment., where 
the entire network is usually owned by the same operator. 

The network operator in many cases chooses to add cells 
where coverage or capacity are needed. In managed net
works, the APs (or the cellular cells) are synchronized and 
communicate with each other through a backbone, and are 
usually controlled by some other network entity (e.g., ESC
base station controller in cellular systems). For example, the 
APs can communicate with each other, for example using the 
IEEE 802.11F protocol-the Inter-AP protocol, which 
involves a RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial In User 

in case there is a pay-for AP. 60 Service, see RFC 2138, 2865, and 2866) server. 
It is an aim of the current disclosure to provide a system and 

a method for deployment of APs for the purpose of connect
ing STAs to the Internet. 

Roaming customers that connect to an AP are often far 
from the AP and have borderline reception conditions. As a 65 

result, the connection quality is very poor, and the user may 
experience a slow service or no service at all. It is another aim 

The APs can also employ a radio resource management 
such as IEEE 802.11 K, or fast roaming using IEEE 802.11 R, 
etc. However, in unmanaged networks, the APs can be 
deployed by many unrelated entities, such as by private indi
viduals. 

There is usually no entity that synchronizes the APs. The 
APs can be manufactured by various manufacturers, use vari-
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ous security mechanisms etc. In unmanaged networks, the 
handovers are typically very slow, as in the process of han
dover, it takes time for the STA to re-connect to the internet in 
the new AP (and it must disconnect from the previous AP). In 
such a handover in an unmanaged network, the IP address 
often changes. Therefore, a mechanism such as mobile IP 
must be used (as described later). This mechanism is limited 
with respect to the frequency in which the IP address can 
change, and a large latency (disconnection time) may result 
during the handover process. During the latency, the STA 10 

carmot receive any incoming messages. 

4 
snme a few seconds, which are intolerable in a streaming 
two-way application such as a voice conversation. 

Many protocols that are used in the Internet require that the 
IP address of the STA would remain fixed during communi
cations (for example, TCP-Transport Control Protocol, see 
RFC 793 ). However, a han dover might result in the change of 
the IP address. This change ofiP address causes a break in the 
communication as the communication needs to be restarted. 

One solution to this problem is provided by the Mobile IP 
standard (see RFC 2002): in this solution the STA updates a 
server with its current IP address, every time that the IP 
address changes. As a preparation for roaming, the server 
allocates to the STA (in addition to the STA's current IP 
address) an IP address that remains fixed, even when the real 

A handover process is typically composed of the station 
STA connecting to a new AP, and disconnecting from the old 
AP. IfSTA is connected in parallel to bothAP the handover is 
called soft-handover, andifSTA first abandons the oldAP and 
then connects to the new AP, the handover is called a hard
handover. Soft handovers require the ability of STA to com
municate in parallel with at least two APs. 

15 IP address of the STA changes. This fixed IP address is also 
known as a "care of' address. From this moment on, the STA 
keeps the server posted of the real IP address of the STA, and 
the STA can use (in its communications with the rest of the 
Internet) the "care of' address (or its home address) as if it 

The process of connecting to a new AP is usually composed 
of the following steps: 

20 was its own fixed address. 

1. STA performs a scanning process to discover neighbor
ingAPs. 

Any IP data packet that is sent to the care-of IP address is 
tunneled by the Mobile-IP server to the current IP address of 
the S TA. For packets originating from the S TA to the Internet, 
the STA can tunnel the packets to the Mobile-IP server, which 2. STA chooses a new AP, and performs authentication 

with the AP, in which the AP verifies that STA is allowed to 
access the AP. 

3. If the authentication is successful, STA performs an 
association process, in which theAP acknowledges that STA 

25 replaces the IP address with the care-of address. However, 
many times the STA can simply write its care-ofiP address as 
the source address of the IP data packet, as many times, the 
source address of IP packets is not checked what-so-ever in 

is connected to it (association requires the AP to allocate 
resources to the STA, and the 802.11 standard allows up to 30 

2007 STAs to be associated with anAP). 

the course of routing the IP data packet in the Internet. 
The Mobile-IP solution can be applied as long as the han-

dovers are not performed too often. However, it incurs the 
punishment of routing all incoming packets through a server, 
causing both an increased travel time for the data packets, as 
well as latency (or disconnection) for the time that the real IP 

4. Once STA is associated with theAP, the STA makes sure 
that it has all the information that it requires to communicate 
over the internet, for example, it must have an IP address, and 
it must update servers that govern its location (such as Mobile 
IP, as discussed later). In some cases, the user should go 
through a second authentication procedure (usually with a 
RADIUS server). Many times, this procedure is performed 
over a web interface, which is called a Captive Portal. 

35 address changed, but the server is not informed yet. If the 
round-trip-time of the packets between the STA and the server 
is longer than the time a STA stays with the same IP, this 
method fails, as by the time packets reach the reported loca-

When a captive portal is used by the AP, the user needs to 40 

surf into the captive portal and perform a log-in to connect his 
IP address to the Internet. In some implementations, the 
user's web browser is forwarded to the captive portal regard
less of the internet site that it tries to surf into. SomeAPs allow 
the STA to surf in some limitednnmberofinternet sites before 45 

they complete the second authentication procedure (for 
example, iftheAP is in an hotel, it might allow surfing into the 
hotel's website, or affiliated news web sites). 

tion of the STA, the STA is already in another location. 
For many applications, such as voice, it is of utmost impor

tance to minimize the time spent on the han dover process. The 
time consumed by the handover process is usually dominated 
by the scanning step (Step 1 as mentioned above), and by Step 
4 (specifically in case of an unmanaged network). There are 
many solutions that address fast handovers in cellular net
works, and a few solutions that address fast handovers in 
managed WiFi networks (for example, see: W02004/054283, 
which reduces Step 1 (mentioned above) by selective scan
ning but requires modifYing the AP). None of these solutions The procedure at the captive portal typically includes 

authentication, payment, or agreeing to terms of usage. Once 
the authentication is completed, the IP address of the STA is 
connected to the Internet (usually by reconfiguring the fire
wall that controls the communications of the AP). Each sub
process takes time to complete, resulting in a total delay of 
over several seconds to complete the entire process. 

50 deal with the delay due to Step 4. 
It is an object of this invention to provide very fast han

dovers even in unmanaged networks. 
Another barrier for wireless applications is that WiFi cov

erage might exists, and security policy might allow the STA to 
55 connect, but the AP might be out of resources (for example, 

there are 2007 associated STAs, and therefore it has no 
resources left, or that it has a limited IP address space which 
was already allocated through DHCP, and it has no IP address 
to allocate). It is an object of this invention to provide a system 

In managed networks, Step 4 can be performed once in a 
certain amount or time (or for a certain area), as moving 
between APs of the managed network does not necessarily 
change the parameters of the STA such as IP address etc. 
However, in un-managed networks (and sometimes also in 
managed networks), the STA must gain a new IP address and 
other parameters, usually through DHCP (Dynamic Host 
Configuration Protocol, see RFC 1541). Completing the 
DHCP protocol can take up to several seconds. Sometimes, 
obtaining an IP is not enough, and a second authentication is 65 

needed. In other cases, a proxy server or a Socks server should 
be set for the communication. The entire process can con-

60 and method that allows STAs to use the services of the AP 
even when some of its resources are exhausted. 

Another barrier for many wireless applications is the com
plex configuration of wireless parameters ofSTA, especially 
the security parameters. A user that purchases a new S TA and 
has an existing AP, might wish to configure his new STA to 
work with his AP. This configuration includes entering into 
the S TA the encryption key and authentication key that would 
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allow it to use the AP. Existing solutions require a change in 
the AP and STA, such that a special key can be pressed 
simultaneously at both ends to perform automatic configura
tion (like Buffalo INC's AirStation OneTouch Secure Sys
tem-AOSS, or Broadcom's SecureEasySetup). Without 
such a solution, the user is usually forced to punch into his 
STA the security codes (which are typically long). The prob
lem worsens when the STA moves between APs that use 
different security settings. 

It is an object of this invention to provide for easy configu- 10 

ration on both levels: at the initial setup and while roaming. 

6 
Once the new STAs download and execute the Vagabee 

software, the first STA detects that the software is running on 
the new STAs, and allows them a wider access to the internet. 
Therefore, new STAs must download and run the Vagabee 
software to get wide access to the internet. As the new STAs 
run Vagabee, they become APs in their own right and allow 
other STAs to download and connect through them to the 
internet in the current location of these STAs, as well as in any 
other location they go. 

Another novel method of the present invention allows a 
STA to connect through two or more APs simultaneously. 
Thus, a STA can enjoy a more stable connection even if part 
of the connections are of borderline quality. Furthermore, 
more connections may achieve a broader connection to the 

Another barrier for many wireless applications is that WiFi 
coverage might exist, but it is locked and unavailable for use 
for the STA. It is an object of this invention to provide a 
solution for (legally) accessing lockedAPs. 15 Internet, or may balance its traffic such that each STA carry a 

lighter burden with regards to the extra bandwidth they carry 
due to a new STA. 

Another problem with WiFi is that the WiFi protocol is not 
optimized for low battery consumption (compared to cellular 
protocols such as GSM). In current solutions, if the STA 
moves betweenAPs and changes its IP, it must use mobile IP 
and inform an entity (server) in the network of its current IP 20 

(we refer to this process as "location update", as the STA 
updates the network entity of its location). Frequent location 
updates exhaust the STA's battery. Another problem with 
frequent location updates is that they create a heavy load on 
the network and on the network entities that manage and keep 25 

track of the STA's location. 

Multiple connections also allow faster handovers, as if a 
STA is moving from one place to the other it can first establish 
a new connection and then the old connection is terminated, 
practically leaving the STA connected. 

In a further development of the novel method, a laptop (the 
terms STA and laptops are interchangeable, we use laptop 
rather than STAas in the preferred embodiment these cases 
the STA would be a laptop) can connect with another laptop 
directly or through a STA, such that both enjoy the Internet 
connection of the other. As the internet connection is not used 
all the time (typical laptop uses on average a few percents of 
its maximum bandwidth), both laptops will experience a 

30 much faster connection to the Internet. 

The situation in WiFi is very different from the situation in 
cellular networks in two ways. Both of the ways cause an 
increase in the number of location updates in WiFi: First, in 
cellular network, the cells are typically much larger than a 
"cell" that is created by a WiFi AP. Therefore, in cellular 
networks, there are fewer transitions between cells, and hence 
less location updates. Second, cellular protocols allow defin
ing a "location area" that encompasses several cells, and the 
STA is required to perform location update only when mov- 35 

ing between location areas, and thus reducing the number of 
location updates. Current WiFi protocols are not built to sup
port location areas. 

It is an object of this invention to provide a method that 
reduces the number of location updates required for STAs 40 

while moving between APs. 
It is an object of the current invention to provide solutions 

to the above mentioned problems, using both a centralized 
(server based) approach, and also by providing a method for 
performing the solutions using a distributed peer-to-peer net- 45 

work. Therefore, no huge servers and no large investments are 
required. 

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION 

The invention is described by way of example, but it should 
be obvious to persons skilled in the art that many variations 
thereof may be implemented. 

A novel aspect of the invention relating to the deployment 

50 

Another important issue is the security of the system. A 
Laptop might agree to act as an APs, but it does not agree to 
allow other STAs to access its inner network (i.e., the laptop 
owner wishes to allows these STAs to access the internet 
through its private network but does not allow them to access 
computers on its private network. Another security concern is 
that the new STAs may desire to prevent the first STA from 
tapping into their Communications, i.e., they do not want the 
first STA to be able to tap into communications that the first 
STA relays. The current disclosure provides novel method to 
deal with these two problems. 

First, external STAs (new STAs) are not allowed access to 
computers in the inner network by having the first STA drop 
data packets from the external STAs that are designated to 
local IP addresses on the inner network. Second, a new STA' s 
privacy is protected by tunneling its sensitive traffic to a 
trusted network site, and the new site accesses the Internet 
through his tunnel to the trusted network site which acts as a 
proxy for it. 

An important issue is to prevent STAs from using other 
laptops for their primary network connection for a long period 
of time. A novel method detects that a STA is connected to the 
internet through the same laptop for a long period of time, and 
disconnects the STA. Alternatively, the STA has to pay to 
continue and use the network. The pricing can be such as to 
encourage the STA's user to purchase his own connection 
from an independent Internet Service Provider (ISP). 

In yet another novel method, the software running on a 
laptop can replace the commercial banners that appear in the 

of APs is that devices function at the same time as STAs and 55 

as APs. This allows a STA to also create a new AP for con
necting other STAs to the Internet therethrough. It is known in 
the art that a STA wireless card can operate in one of two 
modes, STA or AP. The present inventor has found a way to 
activate a device simultaneously in both modes. 

According to another novel aspect, a connecting STA can 
limit the set of Internet addresses or internet sites that other 
STAs which connect through it can access, but the set of 
allowed addresses includes a special web site from which 
other STAs can download the Vagabee™ software. Vagabee 65 

software includes the functionality of the software of the first 
STA, to open new APs and further spread the Vagabee. 

60 web pages the laptop surfs into, as well as the web pages that 
connected STAs surf into. The banners can be stopped, 
replaced, and made specially targeted to the user, for example 
based on his location. 

A further novel method is that the wireless internet cover
age that is obtained using laptops can be used by devices such 
as wireless IP phones to make phone calls using the wireless 
internet coverage, cellular phones that have built-in WiFi 
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connection, or digital cameras with WiFi that wish to upload 
the data stored in them. Other devices might include for 
example, radio or TV broadcast capabilities. 

For example, Digital cameras might be equipped with 
WiFi. The owner of such a camera would like to upload his 
pictures from the camera to a server that stores the pictures on 
the Internet-the reasons for this may vary from being able to 
share the photos while on vacation with family members left 
at home, backup the pictures from the digital camera to the 
Internet server, or simply because the memory card on the 10 

camera is running out of space. A major problem is that to 
upload the pictures to the Internet may take a very long time, 
as pictures consume megabytes to store. In the novel method, 
the camera can send the photos to the laptop over WiFi (this 

15 
connection is very fast), then disconnect and move on. Then, 
the laptop uploads the pictures to the Internet server (this 
process can take a long time as it involves uploading a lot of 
data), but the laptop owner would not feel it as a burden, since 
the pictures can be uploaded when his Internet connection is 20 

not used for other purposes. 

8 
Another aspect of the invention is for a STA to selectively 

scan for a neighboring AP in the following novel way. 
Assume that a STA scans to see if it can receive the beacon of 
a second AP, where the scanning will be performed exactly 
when the secondAP is expected to transmit its beacon, there
fore, the disconnection from the firstAP will be minimal. The 
novel method consists of scanning and storing (in network 
entities) information about the relative time between adjacent 
APs, and their relative clock drift. This information is 
retrieved at the appropriate time such that the STA knows to 
wait for the beacon just before it is transmitted. 

Another aspect of the invention is to prevent exhaustion of 
resources at theAPs. GNkeeps a pool ofMAC addresses with 
associated IP address. Just before a STA enters the AP, GN 
sends it a MAC address and an IP address that are already 
associated with the AP. Therefore, the STA can connect even 
if the AP has no resources left for new S TAs. 

Another novel aspect of the invention is to save Battery 
Power and reduce network load by reducing the number of 
Location Updates in WiFi. A location update is the process in 
which a STA informs an entity in the network on its current 
location (the notification can take many forms, including 
opening a TCP connection, or sending UD P packets). In prior 
art for 802.11 networks, a location update is required when
ever the IP address of the STA changes (for example, when 
moving between APs of different sub nets )-even if the STA 
is idle (not transmitting or receiving data). The novel method 
allows to define a location area for WiFi, such that an idle STA 
needs to perform location update only when it moves between 

Improvements to this method may include: The camera can 
encrypt the pictures so that the laptop owner cannot see them. 
The pictures can be still stored in the camera after being 
uploaded to the laptop, as the laptop might fail to upload 25 

them. The next time the camera connects to the Internet, it can 
check with the Internet server that the pictures arrived cor
rectly to the server. If that is so, the pictures may be erased 
from the camera. Otherwise, the camera can re-transmit the 
pictures. 30 APs that belong to different location areas, but does not need 

to perform location update when it moves betweenAPs of the 
same location area, even if its IP address changes. See further 
details later. 

To have faster uploads, the camera can upload the pictures 
to several laptops that would upload the picture to the server. 

Another novel method relates to configuring STAs to con
nect to a wireless network. The configuration, and especially 
the security configuration of STAs to connect to a wireless 35 

Internet connection such as WiFi is cumbersome and annoy
ing to most users. Assume a STA belongs to the same user (or 
user group) of the owner of a laptop. Then, by a special 
logging into a website, the configuration of the laptop can be 
copied to the STA, thus configuring it to use the AP (i.e., 40 

allowing a connection without the laptop). 
Another novel method allows devices with a trusted hard

ware to receive information that instructs them how to 
directly connect to AP, by providing them with the needed 
settings and security information. 

One of the novel aspects of a very fast handover is to 
practically "almost complete" the process of the handover 
before it even started, possibly with the assistance of another 
STA that is already in the new AP's coverage (further details 
are described later). 

Another novel aspect is that the same MAC address and IP 
address can actually be used by more than one STA. The 
differentiation between the STAs can be performed by using 
higher protocol identification, such as different port numbers 
(for example TCP ports), as detailed later. 

A pseudo-beacon is another aspect of the invention which 
allows reducing the number of Location Updates. It is a 
message that GN can periodically transmit in eachAP. While 
some APs might permit a remote node to transmit a message 
in the AP, other APs might not allow it. In the novel method, 
a certain MAC address, IP address, and possibly a port num-
ber, are allocated in each AP for the purpose of pseudo
beacon transmission. Further details are described later. 

Configuring the security in new STAs to work with an 
existing AP might be a tedious job, as the security (authenti
cation/encryption) code might be very long as known in the 

45 art, and the user might need to punch it into the STA. A novel 
solution for easy configuration is disclosed. Unlike previous 
solutions, the novel method does not require changing the 
existing AP of the customer. In one embodiment, software is 
run on a personal computer of the user (that is already con-

50 figured to access the WiFi). Then, the software establishes a 
secure channel with the STA, and copies the security infor
mation from the personal computer to the STA. In this way, 
the STA learns the security parameters. An authentication 
phase in which the STA is authenticated by the software or a 

55 remote server can be added before copying the security infor-
It is useful for a station STA to know the identity of the 

adjacentAPs that the STA might hand over to. The identity of 
anAP can be established in several ways, as disclosed herein. 
The SSID (Service Set ID) oftheAP is usually broadcasted by 
the AP using periodical transmissions known as beacon. 60 

However, two adjacent AP may have the same SSID. In such 

mation. 
In another embodiment, the customer first connects the 

STA by wire to its network (or alternatively, the STA first 
connects using a connection it establishes through an already 
connected device, such as a personal computer or laptop). 

As the STA can receive and transmit signals on the wireless 
network and it is connected to the internet (through the other 
connection) at the same time, it tries to locate the web con
figuration of the AP on the wired network (most APs have a 
web interface). In most cases, it is an easy job for the STA, as 
either the STA can locate theAP as it is the default gateway of 
the wired network, or it can try to find its IP by performing 

a case, the MAC address of eachAP is different, andAPs can 
be differentiated based on their MAC address (which serves 
as a globally unique identification parameter). Some APs do 
not transmit beacon, and only respond when they are 65 

addressed using their SSID. In this case, a priory-knowledge 
is needed, see below. 
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RARP (Reverse Address Resolution Protocol) using the wire
less MAC address of the AP (which it can see off-the-air). 
Further details are described later. 

Another novel method for gaining access to locked net
works is disclosed. While performing the above described 
easy setup (or at any other time), the user is prompted, if he 
wishes, to join a swapping service. The swapping service 
allows the user to gain access to many locked networks (the 
locked networks of the other users that joined the swapping 
service), in return he allows users to use his network for the 10 

purpose of connecting to the Internet. If the user agrees, the 
access parameters to his network (encryption key, MAC 
address, default gateway, etc.) are securely stored in the net
work (for example in GN, and a backup server). The security 

15 
information will be securely sent directly into the hardware of 
other STAs, when they need to connect using his AP. Further 
details are described later. 

10 
4. Vagabee in use, system design: 
workload on the various PCs in the chain (the workload 

increases as one moves closer to the AP, the Internet 
connection) 

overhead, signaling and control, traffic control. Define sig
nals, method of operation 

permission to access more sites on the Internet after a new 
PC downloads and activates Vagabee-how imple
mented. 

reliability issues 
5. System design for various configurations 
The basic assumptions greatly affect the performance of 

the network systems which may be formed: 
a PC connects to only one additional PC 
a PC may connect to one or two additional PCs 
a PC may connect to more than two additional PCs 
6. Bandwidth control 

Another novel aspect of the invention takes advantage of 
the fact that the wireless network is local in nature, as the APs 
are geographically adjacent. As a result, the methods that are 
disclosed can be implemented by many small devices on the 
Internet, each responsible for a geographic area. The devices 
form a peer-to-peer network that implement the methods, 
without the need to rely heavily on large servers. 

Bandwidth request and allocation. For the various PCs in 
20 the chain. 

Methods for improved charmel use. How is implemented. 
7. Privacy issues-how the inner/outer areas are imple

mented. 
Protection from viruses and eavesdropping, passwords 

25 protection, etc. 
Another novel aspect of the invention is to have a STA 

which has a capability of communicating in two or more 
channels in parallel. This capability can enable a STA to be 
connected to two APs in parallel without the need to imple
ment sophisticated mechanisms that actually simulate this 30 

situation. Thus, a STA can connect with future APs while 
maintaining a connection through its serving APs. Being 
connected to two APs simultaneously allows greater band
width by utilizing two connections instead of one, and soft-

35 
handovers, i.e., the STA stays connected through one AP, 
while disconnecting from the second AP in the process of 
handover. 

The new system and method refers, among others, to the 
following innovative features: 

1. A viral-like fast spread method for the Vagabee™ soft-
ware: 

at the network level 
at the already connected PC 

40 

at a connecting PC, already having the Vagabee software 45 

at a connecting PC, not yet having the Vagabee software 
details of the software package being loaded on a new 

computer: functions, operation, how installs, how 
spreads further away to other PCs. 

2. Detail the viral spread method: 50 

Damage control, Recovery from a virus attack. 
This is a vital aspect of the new technology. 
8. User control and supervision 
the user of a PC decides whether to install Vagabee 
the user of a PC decides whether to allow additional users 

to connect, with what parameters (bandwidth allocation, 
etc.) 

incentives for a user to allow his computer to connect 
others. 

the user allows or forbids additional users, according to 
circumstances-how important his present activity is, 
what is the quality and bandwidth allocated to that user 
(how much spare bandwidth there is) 

9. Details of implementation-software 
New software 
Modified existing software 
Method of use of existing software, standards 
10. Functions, benefits to users--detail methods to imple

ment them 
free internet connection 
enhanced bandwidth, reliability 
provide additional services-locate 

Hut, restaurants. 
gas stations, Pizza 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIGS. 1 and 2 illustrate a wireless system for connecting 
mobile devices to the Internet through an access point 

use of existing standards; "as is" or with modifications 
method of reporting to user and getting a user's approval 
interaction with firewall and antivirus programs in the PC 
3. Vagabee in use, with flow charts: 
manage communications with presently connected PCs 
add new PC 

FIG. 3 illustrates an expanded wireless system for connect-
55 ing mobile devices to the internet through more than one 

access point 

remove a PC. Recover chain, reestablish communications 
when intermediary PC disconnects 

resolve conflicts where there are several Vagabee systems 
mane area. 

Method of operation, so the networks will not interfere 
with each other, rather they may assist each other and maybe 
provide backup functions. 

FIG. 4 details a method for fast spreading the Vagabee 
software by providing free wireless access to the Internet. 

FIG. 5 details the dual mode connectivity of a STA also 
60 functioning as an AP with the Vagabee method and software 

FIGS. 6A to 6F detail stages in a wireless network evolve
ment and spreading of the Vagabee software 

FIG. 7 details a method addressing control and security 
aspects of the Vagabee spreading method 

Knowing the identity of adjacent APs and the location of 65 

STAs. 
FIG. 8 details a method addressing coordination and con

trol aspects of the Vagabee spreading method for the first, 
connecting STA handoffto another local Vagabee network 
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FIG. 9 details multi-AP, fast configuration setting and han
dover aspects of the Vagabee spreading method for the sec
ond, to be connected STA 

12 
protocol stack. Running DHCP enables laptop 11 to provide 
an Internet address to STAs that connect to it. Running a NAT 
allows laptop 11 to connect other STAs through it, while 

FIG. 10 details multi-AP, fast secure configuration setting 
and redirection aspects of the Vagabee spreading method for 5 

the first, connecting STA 

keeping conformance with regards to AP 10-To AP 10 all the 
communication appears to be originating form laptop 11. 

The software package 31 may be contained in the laptop 
11, or in the laptop 11 and the STA 12, for example. FIG. 11 details multi-AP and fast configuration setting 

aspects of the Vagabee spreading method for the second, to be 
connected STA 

FIG. 12 illustrates a system including mobile stations 
(STAs) and their Access Points (APs), with one STA moving 
from the coverage of one AP to the coverage of another 

FIG. 13 illustrates a wireless system facilitating handover 
and including a STA, a Governing Node (GN) and another 
user, Termination Node (TN) 

FIG. 14 details the handover method 
FIG. 15 details a method for implementing two connec-

tions with a STA. 
FIG. 16 details a method for connecting other STAs 
FIG. 17 details another method for connecting other STAs 
FIG. 18 details a method for configuring other STAs to 

directly connect to the AP 
FIG. 19 details another method for configuring other STAs 

to directly connect to the AP 

Viral Spreading 
Many networks suffer from the network effect in their 

10 infancy, in which the first users have no incentive to join the 
network. However, the network is of great value once many 
users are in the network. 

The following method and system attracts the first users, 
and provide an increasing value as the network grows. The 

15 first very few laptops with the software are installed and 
deployed in key areas by the network initiator. The software 
running on the laptop 11 has functionality 31 as follows 
(explained through an example): 

Laptop 11 acts as anAP and allows other STAs to connect 
20 to it. To further lure STAs, the SSID (Service Set Identifica

tion-this is the name of the network that users see when 
looking for an available network) can be set to "Free Internet" 
or another name that will attract roaming laptop users to 
log-into it while searching for wireless networks. 

FIG. 20 details yet another method for configuring other 25 

STAs to directly connect to the AP 
Assume a user using a laptop called STA 12 connects as 

described above. Once STA 12 is connected to the laptop 11 
(laptop 11 serves as anAP), no matter which web site the user 
tries to enter, the software 31 on laptop 11 forwards the 
connection to a special web site 30. The web site 30 informs 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

A preferred embodiment of the present invention will now 
be described by way of example and with reference to the 
accompanying drawings. 

Dual use Laptop Simultaneously Connected to the Internet 
and Serving as AP 

30 the user (STA 12) that, in order to use the free connection, it 
must install a software with functionality 31. The deal is that 
the user is allowed the free access at this location, but it is 
requested to share his own connection when he has one at his 
disposal. The user then downloads and installs the software 

35 with functionality 31 (See FIG. l.B which shows software 
with functionality 31 running on STA 12. Once laptop 11 
identifies that STA 12 has functionality 31 running, it allows 
it a wider access to the internet (or a full access to the public 

FIGS. 1 and 2 illustrate a wireless system for connecting 
mobile devices to the Internet through an access point. It may 
use a novel method for performing the deployment of APs, 
i.e., the method that allows devices to function at the same 
time as STAs and as APs. For example, a laptop 11 is con- 40 

nected to the Internet through access pointAP 10, and at the 
same time, laptop 11 shares its connection for other STAs by 
operating as anAP. Thus, other STAs 12 and 13 look at laptop 

Internet). 
Thus STA 12, which originally did not have functionality 

31 running, but its user wished to connect to the internet, 
ended up with functionality 31 installed and running on STA 
12, and the user received a working internet connection. 
When the user moves STA 12 to another area in which it 11 as an AP, and can connect through it to the Internet. 

When laptop 11 is connected to AP 10 through a wired 
connection, it can simply set its wireless connection as anAP 
(Infrastructure mode). However, when laptop 11 is connected 
to AP 10 through a wireless connection, the situation is more 
complex. Disclosed is a novel method in which laptop 11 can 
be connected to AP 10 and serve as an AP using only a single 
wireless network card. Laptop 11 connects to AP 10 just like 
any other STA, and at the same time runs the protocol stack of 
anAP. 

Laptop 11 uses the same channel asAP 10, and transmits a 
beacon message such that the beaconofAP 10 and the beacon 
of laptop 11 are expected not to collide in time. Laptop 11 
derives and updates its internal clock fromAP 10, but adds a 
constant delay (to make his beacon appear with a delay after 
AP 10). 

In another embodiment, laptop 11 does not add a delay to 
the time of AP 10, but sets the beacon period to a value, such 
that the greatest common denominator (GCD) between its 
beacon period and the beacon period of AP 10 is the smallest 
that is possible. Such a choice of beacon period ensures 
minimal collisions between the beacons. 

In the preferred embodiment, laptop 11 will run a Network 
Address Translation (NAT) and a DHCP server as part of his 

45 connects directly to anAP (which might be locked), it shares 
its connection with other STAs, which are also motivated to 
install functionality 31. Thus, functionality 31 can spread 
quickly among STAs, and the total area that is served grows 
larger, where each additional STA spreads the network fur-

50 ther. 
Laptop 11 together with its software might need to use two 

different security parameters at the same time--one towards 
AP 10 (which might be locked), and open security towards 
other laptops-so they can connect with no security settings. 

55 Once functionality 31 is running, it can establish a secure 
connection with laptop 11 as a secure layer on top of the 
fundamental insecure wireless. 

Connection through Multiple Access Points 
Another novel method of the present disclosure allows 

60 STA 14 to connect simultaneously through two or moreAPs, 
see FIG. 3. For example, STA 14 connects through both 
laptop 11 and laptop 21 to the internet. Thus, STA 14 can 
enjoy a more stable connection even if both connections 
(through laptop 11 and 21) are in borderline quality. Further-

65 more, even in case the connections are not in borderline 
quality, they can be used to provide STA 14 a broader con
nection to the internet, or balance his traffic such that laptop 
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11 and laptop 21 carry a lighter burden per laptop with regards 
to the extra bandwidth they carry due to STA 14. 

14 

Multiple connections also allow handovers. When a STA is 
moving from one place to another, it can first establish a new 
connection and then the old connection is terminated, practi- 5 

cally leaving the STA connected. 

FIG. 5 details the dual mode connectivity of a STA also 
functioning as an AP with the Vagabee method and software. 
The method includes: 

a. First STA associates with anAP as a regular STA 411 
b. First STA activates "AP" protocol stack with open secu

rity 412 
When laptop 11 and laptop 21 use the same WiFi channel, 

STA 14 connects to both laptops by creating two protocol 
stacks on the MAC (Media Access Control) layer. When 
laptop 11 and laptop 21 operate on different channels, STA 14 10 

agrees with laptop 11 and laptop 21 on period of times in 
which laptop 11 sends packets to STA 14, and periods of time 

c. Guest chooses our AP? 42 
d Address translation to connect Guest to our Website 445 
* * End of method * * 
The above method has been implemented by the present 

inventor on a communication device using the Intel 2200 
chipset, just as an example to show that it can be done. The 
present inventive approach and method may be used towards 
similar implementations with other communication devices. 

in which laptop 21 sends packets to STA 14. STA 14 makes 
sure that these periods of times do not overlap, thus, STA 14 
sets the channel according to the period, such that it listens on 15 

the channel of the laptop that might transmit to it. If the laptop 
has packets pending for STA 14 it queues them for transmis
sion in the transmission period. 

FIGS. 6A to 6F detail stages in a wireless network evolve
ment and spreading of the Vagabee software, including: 

FIG. 6A: There is a Laptop 11 connected to the internet by 
wireless through the access point AP 10. 

FIG. 6B: The Laptop 11 also functions asAP using the 
Vagabee software, thus allowing free access for STA 12 
through Laptop 11. 

In order to have a faster connection through the two (or 
20 

more) connections, STA 14 downloads/uploads some of the 
information through one connection, and the rest through the 
other connection. For example, when downloading a web 
page, STA 14 can download the text through one connection, 
and download the images through the other connection. 

FIG. 6C: STA 12 joined the Vagabee group, created a new 
AP to also connect Laptop 121. A long chain can thus be 

25 formed. 
In another embodiment a remote site 50 with a fast Internet 

connection acts as a proxy ofSTA 14. Incoming and outgoing 
packets are forwarded between STA 14 and remote site 50. 
The packets are sent using error-correction codes that allow 
reconstructing the data even if some packets are lost on one 
connection, but some packets reach the destination using the 
other connections. The role of remote site 50 can be assumed 
by a service provider, by computer with a software that the 
user installs in his premise, or by another user with high 
bandwidth. 

When the STA moves from one location to another, new 
connections are being established, while other connections 
are being disconnected. However, as long as there is at least 
one active connection, the STA will stay connected to the 
Internet continuously and seamlessly. 

Sharing Internet Connection between Laptops 

When laptops 21 and 11 are within radio (wireless) contact 
(or through the mitigation of other STAs), each laptop can 
treat the other as another connection at his disposal. Thus, the 
maximum data rate available for each laptop can be signifi
cantly extended, much like the case with a STA connected to 
two laptops. 

FIG. 4 details a method for fast spreading the Vagabee 
software by providing free wireless access to the Internet. The 
method includes: 

a. First STA transmits "AP available" WIFI info 41 
b. Info is presented to Guest 42 

c. Guest chooses our AP? 43 

FIG. 6D: each AP can connect several new devices, as 
illustrated here with Laptop 122. 

FIG. 6E: a multi-AP network may be configured, with a 
plurality of devices being connected through bothAP 10 and 

30 AP 20. A device such as Laptop 122 can be simultaneously 
connected through more than one AP to the internet. 

FIG. 6F: As the initiated device Laptop 124 moves to 
another location and connects to AP 24 (maybe it has a license 
or privileged access there, while Latop 125 and STA 126 

35 cannot connect directly to AP 24 due to distance or lack of 
security parameters), the Vagabee software in device 124 
opens a free AP at that location, now being utilized by Laptop 
125 and STA 126 to connect to the internet. At a separate 
location,AP 10 may still operate and connect STA 12, Laptop 

40 121 etc. 
Security 
Another important issue is the security of the system. Con

sider a situation (shown in FIG. 2) in which laptop 11 agrees 
to aetas anAPs, but it does notagreeto allow STA 13 and STA 

45 14 to access his inner network (i.e., it allows STA 13 and STA 
14 to access the internet through his network but does not 
allow them to access computers in his network. For example, 
a private server 40 should not be accessible to them). On the 
other hand, STA 13 wishes to use laptop's 11 network, but 

50 might not wish laptop 11 to be able to tap into the data that 
STA 13 exchanges with Internet servers. The current disclo
sure addresses these two problems using a novel method. 
First, external STAs are not allowed to access to the inner 

55 
d. Allow limited access to Guest including our Web site 44 

network by not allowing them to access to local IP addresses. 
Second, STA 13's privacy is protected by tunneling its sen
sitive traffic to a trusted network site 50, and STA 13 accesses 

e. Guest agrees to use our service? 45 

f. Download connectivity software to Guest and activate it 
46 

g. Connect Guest to Internet and allow wider access 47 
h. Guest transmits "AP available" info and further spreads 

our service 48 

**End of method** 

Note: It is not mandatory to perform all the above stages. 
The more important steps are 45-47 or any similar implemen
tation. 

the internet through its tunnel to the trusted network site 50, 
which acts as a proxy of STA 13. 

To prevent STAs from accessing the inner network, laptop 
60 11 blocks all traffic from the guest STAs to internal addresses 

(i.e., addresses that appear only in local networks and not in 
the public internet, such as 192.168.*.*, or 10.*.*.*, and 
172.16.0.0-172.31.255.255). Another method, which can be 
applied independently, is to allow the connection if it is at 

65 least x hops into the Internet, where xis the maximum number 
of hops in the local network (which can be discovered by 
performing a traceroute command). Another method is to 
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allow access to addresses which have an IP address with a 
different prefix, as internal networks typically have the same 
prefix on the IP address. 

In another method, laptop 11 allow only packets to and 
from known servers such as trusted server 50 (i.e., white 
listing the allowed addresses). 

16 
The laptop is identified through his account information, 

through the MAC address of his network card, and other 
machine-specific information, such as the serial number of 
the hard-disk. 

FIG. 8 details coordination and control aspects of the Vaga
bee spreading method for the first, connecting STA, includ
ing: 

a. First STA connects to AP in "AP" mode 412 
b. Set wireless connection as "Ad-Hoc" using the same 

10 channel as the AP 413 

To protect the privacy of STA while it is surfing, its traffic 
can be tunneled to a trusted network site 50, which acts as its 
proxy. The network site can be replaced by simply tunneling 
the connection to another node in the network, and switching 
the network node once in a while. The access to the remote 
nodes is made without identifying the STA, but only proving 
that it belongs to the group of STAs, thus, its privacy is 
preserved. The frequent switching of remote nodes eliminates 

15 
the possibility that a remote node can gather a significant 
amonnt of private information from peeking into the commu
nication. The list of available remote nodes can be kept by a 
directory service, which can be distributed in a peer-to-peer 
fashion. 20 

c. Transmit beacon message at a delay after AP or set 
beacon period so as to minimize collisions 415 

d. Act asAP for additional STAs, while preventing them 
access to its inner network 416 

e. Replace commercial banners for own site and also for 
STAs connected to this STA 417 

f. Security Option: Allow connection of connected STAs 
only if it is at least X hops into the Internet 418 

g. Maintaining fairness: demand a connected STA to dis
connect or move or pay after a predefined time 419 In another embodiment, the remote node is a trusted com

puter installed by the user. Such a configuration has the added 
benefit that the user can access internal nodes in his own 
private network, effectively having a Virtual Private Network 
(VPN) with his home network. 

FIG. 7 details control and security aspects of the Vagabee 
spreading method including: 

a. First STA transmits "AP available" WIFI info 41 
b. Info is presented to Guest 42 
c. Guest has Vagabee software? 425 
d. Guest agrees to use our service? 45 
e. Download connectivity software to Guest and activate it 

46 

* * End of method * * 
FIG. 9 details multi-AP, fast configuration setting and han

dover aspects of the Vagabee spreading method for the sec-
25 ond, to be connected STA, including: 

a. Connect through a first AP 481 
b. Activate Vagabee to provide AP service to other STAs 

482 
c. Search for additional paths to 483 establish multiple 

30 simultaneous connections thru multiple APs 
d. Copy configuration of connecting STA, 484 to gain 

direct access to the initial AP, or receive connecting instruc
tions for STAs with trusted hardware 

f. Connect Guest to Internet and allow wider access, 
35 

excluding private servers/sites 472 
e. Preserve privacy using tunneling 485 to a trusted net

work site for sensitive traffic 
g. Guest transmits "AP available" info and further spreads 

our service 48 
h. Guest uses encryption and secure website to preserve 

privacy from connecting STA 481 
i. Establish best route for all STAs 482 adaptive to changes 

in network. 
Load balancing. 
Connections thru multiple routes. 
j. Connection time>Ts? 483 
k. Disconnect/change connection 485 
***End of method*** 
Note: Not all the steps above are mandatory; a method may 

implement only part of the steps in the above method. 
Maintaining Fairness 
It is desirable to avoid an nnfair situation in which one user 

exploits the network by continuously using a connection 
without ever sharing a connection. If many users follow these 
lines, the network experience will degrade as there will be 
only a small number oflaptops connected directly to APs. A 
novel mechanism detects that a STA is connected to the 
internet by noting that the same STA (using the same laptop) 
connects from the same small area (or through the same AP) 
for a long period of time (i.e., beyond a threshold). For 
example, this threshold can be set to two weeks. Once a STA 
passes the threshold, the functionality 31 notes the user that 
the threshold is reached. 

The user is then required to move to another area or pay a 
small fee to continue and access the AP. 

f. Perform handover whenever necessary 486 
g. When moving to a new location: 487 establishing a 

connection with availableAP, Activate Vagabee to provideAP 
40 service to other STAs 

45 

h. Maintaining fairness: demand a connected STA 419 to 
disconnect or move or pay after a predefined time 

i. Control over advertisements (optional) 
***End of method** 
In a novel method hereby disclosed, the functionality 31 

can scan the web pages that pass through it and block or 
replace the advertisements on the page depending on various 
data such as the user name, the user location, etc. The adver
tisements can be performed in collaboration with the web site 

50 that is being surfed into, or without. 
Note: the functionality (or software module) 31 is an 

important part of the present method, a minimum requirement 
to allow Xiopea TM spreading. Moreover, module 31 need not 
include all the possible things that this functionality can 

55 include, rather just the bare minimum directed toward allow
ing a connection to a STAin return to supporting the spread
ing of the this software. 

The site 30 can instruct functionality 31 as to which adver
tisements should be removed or changed, and which adver-

60 tisements should be placed. New advertisements can also be 
added in places that there were no advertisements to begin 
with. 

Functionality 31 may note the user when the threshold is 65 

being approached, even before it actually reaches it. It can 
then give a pre-warning to the user. 

The software 31 running on laptop 11 can replace the 
commercial banners that appear in the web pages that laptop 
11 surfs into, as well as the web pages that STA 13 surfs into. 
The banners can be stopped, replaced, and made specially 
targeted to the user, for example based on his location. 
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Configuration of Wireless Networks 
An annoying task associated with wireless networks is the 

configuration of a STA to work with a network. The security 
settings are especially annoying, and currently, many people 
avoid securing their network due to the cumbersome setting 5 

procedure. 
A novel method is disclosed to perform easy configuration 

of a wireless settings. The method is composed of two parts, 
the first is establishing the settings for the first device, and the 
second part is establishing the settings for the rest of the 10 

devices. First part: Assume a user on laptop 11 is connected to 
his wireless AP 10. If AP 10 is not set to use encryption, the 
user can ask (or be offered) to secure his network. Function
ality 31 automatically accesses the interface of AP 10 and 

15 
configures it with security settings. Laptop 11 is also set with 
the security settings. The settings are also stored in an account 
in web site 30, for future use. Site 30 can also provide func
tionality 31 with the information on how to set the security 
setting on the specific model of AP 10. 20 

Second part: When the user uses another device STA 12, he 
connects to the network through functionality 31 on laptop 
11, which redirects him to web site 30. On the site, he can 
log-in using his account details. Web site 30, through func
tionality 31 which is running on laptop 11, discovers that the 25 

two devices (laptop 11 and STA 12) are both connected 
throughAP 10, and both belong to the same user account. As 
a result, web site 30 offers the user to reconfigure STA 12 to 
work directly with AP 10. The user is advised to download 
functionality 31 to STA 12, and run it. Once functionality 31 30 

is running on STA 12, it configures STA 12 with the settings 
of the network (which are retrieved from web site 30, or 
directly from laptop 11). 

FIG. 10 details multi-AP, fast secure configuration setting 
and redirection aspects of the Vagabee spreading method for 35 

the first, connecting STA, including: 
a. First STA connects to AP in "AP" mode 412 
b. Establish settings for first STA: 511 configure AP with 

secure settings, set STA with secure settings. 

18 
A Network Infrastructure for Other Devices 
Functionality 31 may allow devices that do not have the 

functionality 31 to access the network. Such a device receives 
a capability to be identified as eligible to access the network 
towards functionality 31, and it identifies as eligible to access 
towards functionality 31 on the laptop in order to gain access 
to the network. Such identification may include crypto
graphic means, such as a digital certificate signed by an 
appropriate certification authority (CA) which gives the 
device the capability to be identified. Alternatively, the 
devices can be identified based on their MAC address. A 
usemame/password can be added for additional security. 

Configuration of Secure Devices 
It might be desirable to allow a device to directly connect to 

an AP, rather than connect through a laptop. When devices 
have a secure sub-system, i.e., a sub-system that is trusted by 
web site 30, web site 30 may allow it to retrieve the settings of 
the network (assuming that they are stored on web site 30), 
and configure the device to use the network. 

As the device has a trusted sub-system, the settings can be 
stored in the sub-system, such that they do not leak outside. 

Alternatively, functionality 31 can reconfigure the AP to 
allow access to a roaming device. 

Displaying the Coverage Map 
A problem often faced by users that wish to connect 

through wireless internet is that they cannot connect to the 
internet in their current location because the coverage in their 
area is locked, and they do not have access rights. A novel 
method and system helps users find the nearest location from 
which they can connect. Web site 30 holds a list of all access 
points from which users can successfully connect, together 
with all the listofAPs from which are closed. The list includes 
the MAC address of each AP. Parts or all of this list can be 
downloaded in advance to a device, such as into laptop 11. 

Then, laptop 11 uses the beacons of the APs which might 
be locked to determine its position (for example, www.Sky
HookWireless.com uses beacons to determine the location of 
a STA). Then, laptop 11 can display on a map the location of 
the user, and the locations of near by access point in which it 

Store settings in web site. 
c. Redirect a connecting STA to the web site 512 to con

figure it with secure settings. 

40 can connect to the internet. The user can then go to the nearby 
locations and connect to the Internet. The list in site 30 can be 
constantly updated by information that STAs receive. 

**End of method** 
FIG. 11 details multi-AP and fast configuration setting 

aspects of the Vagabee spreading method for the second, to be 45 

connected STA, including: 

In another embodiment, the list of APs in site 30 can also 
hold the probability that theAP is accessible. The probability 
can change if the access is provided by a laptop rather than an 
AP, and the laptop may be present or not. An area covered by 

a. Connect through a first/available AP 481 
b. STA has secure sub-system trusted by the web site? 482 
c. Web site allow it to retrieve the 483 settings of the 

network for direct connection 
d. Both S TAs use the same AP 484 and same user account? 
e. Agrees to connect directly to AP? 485 
f. Download functionality and activate it 486 
g. Configure STA with the settings of the network 487 
**End of method** 
Many variations can follow to the above procedure, and 

should be clear to those skilled in the art. For example, the 
settings may be stored on laptop 11 instead on web site 30, the 
settings may be encrypted, and the sequence of events can be 
changed. The result is an easy configuration of the network by 
the user. 

FIG. 12 illustrates the mobile stations (STA) with their 
covering Access Points (AP), where STA 11 is moving from 
the coverage of AP 31 to the coverage of AP 312. STA 12 is 
already in the coverage of AP 312, and another AP 313 has a 
coverage that intersects with both the coverage of AP 31 and 
AP 312. 

several independentAPs, each with low probability, results in 
an area with higher probability of accessibility in the inter
section of these areas. The probability of accessibility can be 

50 depicted in the map shown to the user, for example, by dif
ferent colors representing the different probabilities. 

55 

It is understood that the method and system in the present 
disclosure may be used for the transmission of voice, data, 
multimedia or a combination thereof. 

Gathering Physical Location 
To display a map of coverage, the real-world physical 

location of STAs needs to be known. A novel idea is to use 
STAs that are equipped with both GPS (Global Positioning 
System) and WiFi to report back to a server (for example, web 

60 server 20), a scanning result and the physical location in 
which the scan was performed. The server can extract the 
physical location of the fixedAPs and store it in a database. At 
a later time, when a WiFi-equipped STA that lacks a GPS 
receiver performs a WiFi AP scan, it can report the results to 

65 the server, which can use the database to determine the physi
cal location of the STA. This physical location can be used to 
provide location-based services. 
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Fast Handover 
A novel aspect of very fast handover is to practically almost 

complete the process of the handover before it even started. 

20 
How STA 12 can impersonate STA 11: 
To understand how STA 12 can impersonate STA 11 

Consider an example depicted in FIGS.12 and 13, in which 
STA 11 is in conversation with TN 41 (TN-Termination 5 

node, the node with which STA 11 communicates, shown in 
FIG. 13), and STA 11 is moving fromAP 31 towards AP 32. 
Also assume that a node GN 21 (GN-Goveming Node, a 
node that is non-exclusively responsible for the mobility 
management in a certain geographic area for a given time, 10 

showninFIG.13) is in contact with STA 11, and it is assisting 
STA 11 during the handoverprocess. STA 11 currently has an 

towards AP 32, we must understand how identity is estab
lished in the network. The basic identity in the network is the 
physical address which is known as MAC Address (Media 
Access Control Address), which is globally unique. Each 
manufacturer is allocated a portion of the address space and 
allocates a unique MAC address to every network card (in
cluding WiFi network card) that it manufactures. Then, the 
manufacturer bums the allocated address into the network 
card. However, in most network cards, an application can 
(temporarily) change the MAC address of the card to another 
MAC address. IP address, which was allocated to it by AP 31. 

To complete the handover, STA 11 should be associated 
withAP 32, have an IP address assigned by AP 32, complete 15 

any second authentication that is required, and have TN 41 be 
aware of the new IP address, so it can forward the conversa
tion to the new location. 

The MAC address is not used for end-to-end communica
tions over the internet, but usually only for communications 
within the same physical network. For example, STA 12 
communicates withAP 32 using MAC address, but GN 21 is 
not usually aware of the MAC address ofSTA 12. The MAC 
address is universally unique. We use the feature of tempo-Note that in some scenarios (in some cases when there are 

firewalls or NAT devices between AP 32 and TN 41, the 
connection between STA 11 and TN 41 must be started from 
withinAP 32 towards TN 41). 

According to prior art, it appears that STA 11 cannot begin 
the handover process until it reaches the coverage of AP 32, 
since it cannot start the connection process. One novel solu
tion (that requires changing the software oftheAP) is to allow 
STA 11 to perform the connection process through the Inter
net, instead of performing it wirelessly. In this way, once STA 
11 reaches radio connection with AP 32, it can start working 
immediately. 

However, we are more interested in solutions where there is 
no need to change the AP. To achieve this goal, assume the 
existence of a non-moving STA 12 in the coverage of AP 32 
(we will somewhat soften this assumption later). According 
to the present invention STA 12 is in contact with ON 21, and 
receives instructions to impersonate STA 11 towards AP 32 
(we will later discuss how to make it possible), and complete 
a connection process withAP 32 on behalf ofSTA 11 (includ
ing authentication, association, receiving an IP address, per
forming any second authentication/log-in procedure, and per
haps even opening connections or "punching holes" in the 
firewall). 

Then, STA 12 communicates these parameters to GN 21 
(once the parameters are communicated, S TA 12 can return to 
its real identity). GN 21 communicates the parameters to STA 
11 (and perhaps to TN 41), and thus, STA 11 does no longer 
need to perform the connection process, and once it reaches 
the perimeter of the coverage (we will later discuss how to 
identify this situation) it can immediately use the new param
eters and continue communications without any delay. STA 
11 (or GN 21) can alert TN 41 before the handover, so it can 
start and send information packets to the new location. 

TN 41 may send the information in parallel to the old and 
the new location, and cease transmitting to the old location 
once the handover is complete (e.g., when it receives infor
mation from STA 11 with its address from the new AP). STA 
12 may even open a TCP (Transmission Control Protocol, as 
used in the Internet) connection or send a UDP (User Data
gram Protocol) packet on behalf of STA 11, if required. 

This connection may wait for STA 11 until it reaches AP 
32. If there is a timeout on these connections (either due to 
protocol, or due to firewalls ), STA 12 or other bypassing STAs 
can send and receive -keep-alive- messages on behalf ofSTA 
11 (as is instructed by GN 21). The timeout for eachAP can 
be discovered over time by trial and error (or by discovering 
theAPs type), and storing this information in GN 21 for future 
use. ON 21 can notify the STAs on the value of the timeout. 

20 rarily changing the MAC address in the network cards in a 
novel way, allowing STA 12 to impersonate STA 11. 

Therefore, in the instructions that GN 21 gives to STA 12, 
it mentions the MAC address of STA 11, so STA 12 can 
assume the MAC identity of STA 11. Then, STA 12 can 

25 complete the association withAP 32 (using the MAC address 
of STA 11)), in which it receives the Association ID (AID), 
and completes a DHCP protocol in which it receives an IP 
address to be used with the MAC of STA 11 while it is using 
AP 32. STA 12 can also perform a second authentication and 

30 log-inonbehalfofSTA11. 
STA 12 sends the connection information back to GN 21, 

which forwards it to STA 11. STA 12 can return to its original 
MAC address, but the allocated resources at AP 32 remain 
allocated, as from the point of view of AP 32, STA 11 is 

35 already connected and in coverage. In order to avoid losing 
messages that are sent to STA 12 during its impersonation to 
STA 11, it can either continue and listen using both its own 
MAC address and STA 11's MAC address, or it can issue a 
-power-save-mode command to its serving AP. The power 

40 save mode indicates the AP that the STA is sleeping for a 
while, in which time the AP is buffering the incoming data 
packets. Therefore, even if S TA 12 is connected to the internet 
using another AP, it can issue a power-save mode command, 
possibly change the frequency, and perform the connection 

45 on behalf of STA 12. It can return to its serving AP once the 
connection is established, or pool for incoming messages 
once in a while. 

First Softening of the Assumption that STA 12 is in the 
coverage of AP 32: What if STA 12 is not in the coverage of 

50 AP 32, and there is no other station inAP 32's coverage-The 
following process can be performed in advance, well before a 
handover is needed. GN 21 can ask (in advance) stations that 
pass throughAP 32 to connect and receive an IP address from 
AP 32 using some MAC address. The MAC address is not 

55 necessarily the MAC address ofSTA 11, as the process is not 
specific to S TA 11. The stations send the connection details to 
GN 21, which stores the AID, the MAC, the IP address and 
other connections details in a pool for future use. 

The pool may even contain UDP or TCP connections, 
60 which may be kept alive by bypassing STAs (against timeouts 

offirewalls, Network Address Translator devices (NAT), and 
protocol timeouts). UD P and TCP connections in the pool are 
targeted to some node in the network that can forward infor
mation for other nodes (for example TN 41). When a connec-

65 tion is required by some STA, the pool is queried, and a 
resource can be allocated and applied by a STA. As a result, a 
station might change its MAC address and IP address every 
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time it moves between APs. If the station moves very fast 
between these access points, GN 21 can predict the direction 
in which the station is moving based on past movements, 
inform TN 41 of the possible future addresses. 

22 
Scarming by Idle STAs: 
In a preferred embodiment, GN 21 collects information 

about APs which are adjacent. Idle stations (i.e. stations 
which are not in an intensive data transfer) can perform a 
scanning operation once in a while. As a result they learn the 
MAC address (and possibly the SSIDs) of the APs within 
radio reach. The STAs can then send this information to GN 
21 which collects it. The idle STAs can also perform tests to 
check what is the accessibility parameters of anAP (e.g., is it 

Using this method, TN 41 can send data to the new address 5 

even before the station actually moved there. In some imple
mentations oftheAPs and firewalls betweenAP 32 and TN 41 
the STA must first send data before it can receive any data, 
otherwise, the firewall may block the incoming data, or a NAT 
(Network Address Translator) device might not know where 
to forward the data. The restriction, that the STA must be the 
first to send data, is usually required due to security policy that 
allows only outgoing connections, or due to NAT device that 
need to relate an internal IP address and port number with an 

15 
external IP address and port number. 

10 an open and free AP, is it a locked AP and the password is 
available from GN 21, is it locked and there is no free access 
to the AP, is there a captive portal, does GN 21 have a user
name/password available for the captive portal, etc.). All this 
discovered information is sent to GN 21. 

When handovers are performed, GN 21 takes note of the 
sequence of handovers that occur, and can learn common 
paths which are taken (for example, a road or a crosswalk 
might cause more likely paths than others). 

It is very important that GN 21 knows in advance the AP to 
20 which STA 11 will be handed over to and when the handover 

For example, in most NAT implementations a connection 
must be established from within the NATed zone (e.g., theAP 
coverage) towards the internet. Many firewalls also require 
that the connection is established from the private network 
towards the internet (rather than allowing incoming connec
tions from the internet towards the private networks). In these 
cases, the data that TN 41 sends is not transmitted by AP 32 
until the station reaches the access point and transmits infor
mation back to TN 41. Depending on the type offirewalls and 25 

NAT devices, TN 41 might be able to predict a port number to 
which it should send such messages before the first outgoing 
data packet is transmitted. 

Another associated novel disclosure is that the same MAC 
address and IP address can actually be used by more than one 30 

STA. The differentiation between the STAs can be performed 
by using higher protocol identities such as different ports (for 
example TCP ports). Using the same MAC and IP address in 
more than one STA is not problematic for packets that are sent 

35 
from the STA. 

will occur. Such a knowledge allows, for example, to alert TN 
41 of the new location in advance. Gaining accuracy in the 
prediction of the handover (when and where) translates to 
better performance, as GN 21 needs to allocate a MAC 
address and an IP address to STA 11 in the new AP, and TN 41 
might start to send data to the new location. 

Therefore, knowing who the neighboringAPs are, and their 
reception quality at STA 11 is very important. 

Scarming by a Non-Idle STA 
In principle, STA 11 can scan the surroundings once in a 

while and look for the beacons of adjacent APs, and thus 
measure the reception quality from eachAP. However, such a 
scanning takes a lot of time (might even take couple of sec
onds for a full scan). Selective scanning for APs which are 
expected to be neighbors can reduce the scarming time, but it 
can still stay in the magnitude of a few hundred milliseconds. 

However, while receiving an incoming packet, only one It is important to understand that during a contemporary 
STA should send an acknowledgement. As each STA knows scanning using current technology, STA 11 carmot receive or 
the ports that are in use, it only acknowledges messages that send messages from or to AP 31, which means that the scan-
are designated to it. GN 21 can coordinate between the STAs 40 ning time must be reduced to reduce this disconnection time. 
such that they do not use the same ports. For example, ifthere The novel disclosed method is that STA 11 will selectively 
are at most n stations using the same MAC and IP address, scan for a neighboring AP in the following special way. 
station i will allocate port numbers that are equal to i modulo Assume that STA 11 scans to see if it can receive the beacon 
n. Another solution is to choose the port number at random. If of AP 33, where the scarming is performed exactly when the 
each STA uses one port at random, according to the birthday 45 AP 33 is expected to transmit its beacon. Therefore, the 
paradox, port collisions occur with very low probability as disconnection from AP 31 will be minimal. The problem is, 
long as the number of connections is smaller than about the however, that although the beacons are transmitted periodi-
square root of 65536 (i.e., when there are less than 256 con- cally, STA 11 does not know when a beacon is expected to be 
nections using the same IP). transmitted fromAP 33. As the beacons are transmitted about 

Another idea is to change the software at the AP such that 50 every 102.4 ms (milliseconds); (many variations are pos-
it can communicate with GN 21 and perform the connection sible), STA 11 might be forced to wait on average 51.2 ms, 
procedure on behalf of STA 11. which is a prohibitively long time to wait. 

Knowing who are the adjacent APs and the location of a STA 11 may also transmit a Probe message to force a 
STA: beacon to be sent especially for it-but a probe message 

It is useful for a station STA 11 to know the identity of the 55 requires a transmission that has implication on battery life. 
adjacentAPs that the station might hand over to. The identity Furthermore, for the purpose of location finding, STA 11 
of an AP can be established in several ways: The SSID (Ser- might wish to be able to receive beacons of APs that will not 
vice Set ID) oftheAP is usually broadcasted by theAP using answer the probe (due to range, policies, etc.) 
periodical transmissions known as beacon. However, two We can safely assume that other STAs visited the area of 
adjacent AP may have the same SSID. In such a case, the 60 AP 33 before STA 11, and that they have reported the rate of 
MAC address ofeachAP is different, andAPs can be differ- the beacons of AP 33 (e.g., a beacon every 102.4 ms). A 
entiated based on their MAC address. SomeAPs do not trans- problem that remains is that the beacons are scheduled 
mit their SSID, but they still broadcast beacon messages with according to the internal clock of AP 33, which might tick at 
their MAC address. Even iftheAP is locked and encrypted the a different rate than other clocks (and clocks tend to tick at 
MAC address is transmitted, and it is transmitted without any 65 different rates). Moreover, the clock of the visiting STAs is 
encryption. In this way, STA 11 can know the identity of probably not exactly synchronized with the clock ofSTA 11, 
adjacent APs, and infer its location. which makes the process inaccurate. 
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That is, even if STA 11 knows that at a specific time 
according to some STA's internal clock a beacon was trans
mitted, STA 11 will not know how to translate this informa
tion to his clock, as the clocks are probably not synchronized 
to such great accuracy (network time synchronization ser- 5 

vices such as the network time protocol (NTP) cannot be 
more accurate than a couple of tens of milliseconds, where in 
this case we need an accuracy of around one millisecond). 
The following novel method allows accuracy of microsec-
onds. 10 

The novel approach for time synchronization is to rely on a 
relatively accurate clock already available to STA 11: The 
802.11 standard requires eachAP to transmit in its beacon its 
clock (referred to in the 802.11 standard as timestamp). This 

15 
clock must be the internal clock of the AP at the time of 
transmission in units of microseconds. Therefore, STAs can 
specifY the value of the clock ofAP 33 in terms of the value of 
the clock at the adjacent AP 31. 

By measuring the timestamp of AP 31 and AP 33 at two 20 

different times T311 and T312 (based on the clock of AP 31 ), 
in which the time value ofAP 33 T331 and T332, respectively, 

24 
FIG. 14 details a preferred embodiment of the handover 

method, including: 
a. STA prepares in advance for a handover: 541 
Assisted by another STA (or STAs) 
Optional: use the same MAC and IP addresses in more than 

one STA 
Learn the identity of adjacent APs 
Measure beacon strength from other APs 
b. GN supports handover: 542 
GN keeps a pool of MAC and IP addresses 
GN sends the addresses to STAjust before it enters theAP 
c. STA reduces the number of Location Updates 543 by 

only updating when changing location area 
d. GN transmits a pseudo-beacon including 544 MAC 

address, IP address, port number 
e. Easy security configuration: 545 
The AP of the customer is not changed 
Establish secure channel with STA and Copy security 

information, or 
Connect the STA initially by wire 
f. Gain access to locked networks 546 by joining the Vaga

bee service it can be established with reasonable accuracy that AP 33 
clock ticks approximately r33/31=(T332-T331)/(T312-
T311) times for every clock tick of AP 31. At time T313 in the 
future, the clock of AP 33 can be estimated as T333=T332+ 
(r33/31)(T313-T312). Similarly, at time T334 the clock of 
AP 31 can be estimated as T314=T312+(1/r33/31)(T334-
T332). 

g. Maintain simultaneous communication with 547 more 
25 than one AP. 

Beacons are scheduled to transmission when the clock of 30 

the AP modulo the beacon interval is zero, where the beacon 
interval is measured in microseconds according to the clock 
of the AP, it is fixed for an AP, and the value of the beacon 
interval is transmitted in the beacon. Therefore, GN 21 stores 
the relation r33/31 together with T332 and T312 and the 35 

beacon interval of AP 33 andAP 31, and reports it to STA 11 
such that it can extrapolate the time a tAP 33 and infer the time 
of the beacon transmission. 

Once STA 11 succeeds in receiving a beaconfromAP 33 it 
can report the times to GN 21, so that GN 21 can keep its time 40 

tracking accurate. Furthermore, the scanning allows GN 21 
and STA 11 to make the best handover decisions based on the 
knowledge of the approximate location of STA 11 with 
respect to the neighboring APs. 

Update net configuration responsive to changing circum
stances 

* * End of method * * 
FIG. 15 details a method for implementing two connec

tions with a STA. The method includes: 
a. Load BSS firmware to the NIC 415 
b. Associate withAP using a first SSID 416 
c. Load IBSS firmware to the NIC, but do not perform 417 

dissociation from AP before loading the IBSS 
d. Create an ad-hoe network using a second SSID 418 
e. Communicate withAP and STA that connect to 419 the 

second SSID 
* * End of method * * 
FIG. 16 details a method for connecting other STAs, 

including: 
a. First STA, using a single Wireless NIC, 491 connects to 

anAP using a first SSID, and creates a network using a second 
SSID 

b. Allow other STAs to connect to the Internet by 492 
allowing them to connect to the second SSID. 

A technical problem to be solved is that a STA can know the 45 

value T311 but cannot measure the value ofT331 at exactly 
the same time of T311 as these values are carried on the 
beacons of APs, which are transmitted at different times. 

A solution is to measure the time of AP 33 T331' at a time 
close to T331, and note the time difference between the two 
measurements according to the STA's internal timer. As the 
measurements are very close to each other, the clock drift 
between the STA's timer andAP 33's timer is negligible, and 
we can estimate that T331 =T331'+timediff, where timediffis 
the time difference between the measurements ofT331 and 55 

T331' according to the timer of the STA. If there is a large 
clock drift after all (although it is not expected), it can be 
corrected by calculating the r value between the clock at AP 

The first S TA decrypts and encrypts data packets as needed 
based on the security parameters of the first and second SSID 
(or APs ), and performs address translations and forward 

50 packets between the second and first SSID to facilitate this 
connection for other STAs. 

33 and the STAin a similar way to the way done for APs. 
The location ofSTA 11 can be deduced from the reception 60 

quality, the reception strength and the identity of the neigh
boring APs. This location information can be taken into 
account while performing handover decisions, as well as for 
location based services or for other network applications. 

It should also be noted that in Frequency Hopping, know- 65 

ing the time of the AP has another special importance, as the 
frequency that the AP works in might depend on the time. 

* * End of method * * 
FIG. 17 details another method for connecting other STAs, 

including: 
a. First STA, using a single Wireless NIC, 491 connects to 

anAP using a first SSID, and creates a network using a second 
SSID 

b. Allow other STAs limited access to the Internet by 492 
allowing them to connect to the second SSID. The limited 
access includes the ability to download a software that imple
ments the current method. 

The first S TA decrypts and encrypts data packets as needed 
based on the security parameters of the first and second SSID 
(or APs ), and performs address translations and forward 
packets between the second and first SSID to facilitate this 
limited connection for other STAs. 
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c. When the first STA detects that another STA 493 has a 
software (which implements the current method) installed, 
the first STA allows the other STA a wider access to the 
Internet. 

**End of method** 
FIG. 18 details a method for configuring other STAs to 

directly connect to the AP, including: 
a. First STA, using a single Wireless NIC, 491 connects to 

anAP using a first SSID, and creates a network using a second 
SSID 

b. Allow other STAs limited access to the Internet by 492 
allowing them to connect to the second SSID. 

The limited access includes the ability to request an ability 
to access the first SSID directly, i.e. not through the second 
SSID and the first STA. 

c. The first STA decrypts and encrypts data packets as 
needed based on the security parameters of the first and sec
ond SSID (or APs ), and performs address translations and 
forward packets between the second and first SSID to facili
tate this limited connection for other STAs. 

d. Another STA requests an ability for direct access to 494 
the first SSID 

e. First STA prompts user: To 495 allow this access? 
f. Security access parameters to access the first SSID are 

copied 496 from the first STA to the other STA 
g. The other STA can access the first SSID directly 497 
**End of method** 
FIG. 19 details another method for configuring other STAs 

to directly connect to the AP, including: 

26 
address for a given period of time (known as the lease time). 
Many times, the lease time is set in a magnitude of days 
(although the granularity is seconds), and in many other 
instances the lease time is set to a magnitude of hours. In such 

5 a situation the pool of IP addresses runs empty very fast. 
However, in this disclosure for fast handovers, GN 21 

keeps a pool of MAC addresses with associated IP address. 
Just before a STA enters the AP, GN 21 can send it a MAC 
address and an IP address that are already associated with the 

10 AP. Therefore, the STA can connect even if the AP has no 
resources left for new STAs. Combined with the above dis
closure that allows several STAs to share the same MAC 
address and IP address, an AP can serve more APs than its IP 
resources, even above its limit on the number of associated 

15 STAs. 
Saving Battery Power by Reducing Location Updates 
A novel disclosure of this invention is a method to reduce 

the number oflocation updates that are needed in WiFi, when 
a STA is idle. A location update is the process in which a STA 

20 informs an entity in the network of the current location of the 
S TA (the notification can take many forms, including opening 
a TCP connection, or sending UDP packets). In prior art for 
WiFi networks (with for example mobile IP, or SIP-Session 
Initiation Protocol), a location update is required whenever 

25 the IP address of the STA changes (for example, when mov
ing between APs of different subnets )-even if the STA is 
idle. 

a. First STA, using a single Wireless NIC, 491 connects to 30 

anAP using a first SSID, and creates a network using a second 
SSID 

The novel method allows defining a location area for WiFi, 
such that a STA needs to perform location update only when 
it moves between APs that belong to different location areas, 
but does not need to perform location update when it moves 
betweenAPs of the same location area as long as it's idle. 

b. Allow other STAs limited access to the Internet by 492 
allowing them to connect to the second SSID. 

c. First STA's user can view a list of 498 connected STAs 
and can choose to allow access directly through the first SSID 
to a chosen other STA 

d. Security access parameters to access the first SSID are 
copied 496 from the first STA to the other STA 

e. The other STA can access the first SSID directly 497 
**End of method** 
FIG. 20 details yet another method for configuring other 

STAs to directly connect to the AP, including: 

We assume that theAPs are divided into location areas, and 
for each location area there is a node in the network that is in 

35 charge of this location area. For example, assume GN 21 is in 
charge of a location area composed of AP 31, AP 32, andAP 
33. 

How does a STA know which AP belongs to the location 
area-EitherGN 21 gives it a list of all theAPs that belong to 

40 the location area, or GN 21 transmits a pseudo-beacon in each 
AP. 

A pseudo-beacon is a novel disclosure of this invention. It 
is a message that GN 21 can periodically transmit in eachAP. 

a. First STA, using a single Wireless NIC, 491 connects to 
anAP using a first SSID, and creates a network using a second 45 

SSID 

While some APs might permit a remote node to transmit a 
message in the AP, other APs might not allow it. In the novel 
method, a certain MAC address, IP address, and possibly port 

b. Allow other STAs limited access to the Internet by 492 
allowing them to connect to the second SSID. 

c. Security access parameters to access the first SSID are 
copied 496 to the other STA 

d. The other STA can access the first SSID directly 497 
**End of method** 
Preventing Exhaustion of Resources at the AP 
As discussed in the "Background" section, each AP has a 

limited number of Association IDs (AID) and usually, even a 
smaller pool ofiP addresses (available through DHCP). Once 
this number of resources is exhausted, the AP might not be 
able to serve new STAs. A situation where IP addresses are 
exhausted can happen very quickly: for example, consider an 
AP in a very busy location, where there are many STAs that 
connect to the AP only for a short period of time. Each STA 
performs the connection process and obtains an IP address 
using DHCP, but as it disconnects it might not release the IP 
address. 

The pool of IP addresses in an unmanaged AP is usually 
limited to about 200 addresses, with many consumer APs 
supporting only tens of addresses. A device is assigned the IP 

are allocated in each AP for the purpose of pseudo-beacon 
transmission. GN 21 asks some STA to open a connection 
using these resources to GN 21, and GN 21 sends the pseudo-

50 beacon messages using this transmission. Each pseudo-bea
con contains the parameters needed to listen to the pseudo
beacons in the adjacent APs. A STA that lacks these 
parameters can contact GN 21 and receive them. 

From that moment on, the STA can move between APs in 
55 the same location area, and receive the parameters that are 

needed to listen to the pseudo-beacon from other pseudo 
beacons. For example, assume that STA 11 is located inAP 31 
and is moving to AP 32. STA 11listens to the pseudo-beacon 
atAP 31, and from the pseudo-beacon learns the parameters 

60 that are needed to listen to the pseudo-beacon of AP 32. Thus, 
STA 11 can move to AP 32 without any transmission. 

Which STAs of the stations inAP 31 should acknowledge 
the pseudo-beacon-Preferably, none. However, some fire
walls require minimum rate of outgoing packets to maintain 

65 an open connection. In such a case, once in a while GN 21 
sends on the pseudo-beacon a message that asks any station to 
send an acknowledgement with some probability p. The pro b-
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Configuring the security might be a tedious job, as the 
security (authentication/encryption) code might be very long 
as known in the art, which the user might need to punch in. A 
novel solution for easy configuration is disclosed. Unlike 
previous solutions, the novel method does not require chang
ing the existing AP of the customer. In one embodiment, 
software is run on a personal computer of the user (that is 
already configured to access the WiFi). Then, the software 
establishes a secure channel with the STA, and copies the 

ability that GN 21 states should be accommodated to the 
expected number of stations in AP 31 (GN 21 might not 
exactly know how many STAs are in the AP). If no STA 
acknowledges the pseudo-beacon for over the needed time, 
and the timeout of firewalls stop the incoming messages, then 
no pseudo-beacons are transmitted. In this case, a roaming 
STA will contact GN 21 after a certain period of time of 
probing for the pseudo-beacon has passed (and no pseudo
beacon is seen). GN 21 can request the STA to reopen the 
connection for the pseudo-beacon transmission. 10 security information from the personal computer to the STA. 

If the STA is in a session with TN 41 with many packets 
received (e.g., above a certain threshold), it is considered 
non-idle (which we also refer to as "In conversation") and is 
treated as described above in "Fast handover". 

In this way, the STA learns the security parameters. 
In another embodiment, the customer first connects the 

STA by wire to its network (or alternatively, the STA first 
connects using a connection it establishes through an already 

However, assume that STA 11 is in idle mode (e.g., incom
ing packets below a threshold), it can move between APs of 
the same location area without performing location update. 
When a node TN 41 wishes to send data to STA 11, STA 11 
should change its state from idle to in conversation. TN 41 
contacts GN 21 (TN 41 might be forwarded to GN 21 through 
a system such as dynamic DNS (Directory Name Service) or 
another method, such as a Distributed Hash Table-DHT, or 

15 connected device, such as a personal computer). As the STA 
can receive and transmit signals on the wireless network and 
it is connected to the internet (through the other connection) 
at the same time, it tries to locate the web configuration of the 
AP on the wired network (most APs have a web interface). In 

a peer-to-peer network). 

20 most cases, it is an easy job for the STA, as either the STA can 
locate the AP as it is the default gateway of the wired network, 
or it can try to find its IP by performing RARP (Reverse 
Address Resolution Protocol) using the wireless MAC 

GN 21 sends a paging message for STA 11 on the pseudo
beacon of all the APs in the location area. As STA 11 listens 25 

to one of the pseudo-beacons, STA 11 will receive the paging 
message. Then, STA 11 responds preferably to GN 21 (or to 
TN 41, depending on what is written in the paging message) 
by initiating an outgoing connection as described below. It 
should be noted that GN 21 can first page for STA 11 in the 30 

APs that have a higher chance covering STA 11, and the 
paging can repeat several times until STA 11 replies. 

When a STA is required to initiate an outgoing connection 
it can use a resource (MAC, IP, or TCP/UDP with port, 
user/password) that is listed as available on the pseudo-bea- 35 

con or on the paging message, or it can request its own 
resources from the AP. If two (or more) S TAs use the same 
resources for a connection at the same time, GN 21 will detect 
it, and in the acknowledge message (or second message of the 
TCP handshake) will announce the identity of the STA that it 40 

answers to. The other STA is required to initiate an outgoing 
connection again. Once a connection with GN 21 is estab
lished, GN 21 can allocate resources to the STA such that it 
moves to be in conversation status. One of the resources that 
are allocated is GN 21 attention to accompany the STAas it 45 

might need to perform handover to another AP. 
It should be noted that the location areas can overlap, 

meaning a single AP can belong to more than one location 
area. Upon the policy of the network, STA 11 might be 
required to perform location update when it reaches such a 50 

APs, or it may just give helpful information. If possible, a 
STA might prefer to park on an AP that is within the same 
location area as its current AP, such that a location update is 
avoided. 

It should also be noted that there is a tradeoff between the 55 

address of the AP (which it can see off-the-air). 
If none succeeds the STA can perform exhaustive search on 

commonly used IP addresses, or on very probable addresses, 
like all the IP addresses of the same sub net. Once the AP web 
interface is found, the STA tries to log into theAP. It can guess 
the default address or find it on a database that can be built on 
the web, with common default passwords for each manufac
turer (the manufacturer and model will be usually sent by the 
AP during the web login process, or can be found out using 
the MAC address, which is unique per manufacturer). If the 
password for the AP cannot be guessed, the user is prompted 
for its password to complete the log-in. Then, the STA navi
gates to the security settings page and retrieves the password 
needed for the wireless network. 

In the event that the procedure fails, the user is prompted 
for the security settings (which would happen without using 
the above method). For most common users and setups, the 
method succeeds (and for unsophisticated customers, who do 
not change the passwords-it succeeds in the majority of the 
cases). Thus, in the majority of cases, the setup is made much 
simpler. 

Once the STAhas access to the setup oftheAP, it can (with 
permission from the user), open holes or forward certain port 
to some IP address. This IP address and port can serve as way 
that GN 21 can send and broadcast the pseudo-beacon, with
out a S TA first opening a connection from the AP, and without 
worrying about timeouts (provided that there are no other 
firewall between the AP and GN 21). Opened ports can also 
help during the fast handover, such that TN 41 can directly 
send packets to the new location without a need for STA 12 to 
open the connection. 

In corporate settings, the company can set a special server 
which gives the configuration to the phone, over the network. 

Gaining Access to Locked Networks 
While performing the above easy setup (or at any other 

time), the user is prompted if he wishes to join a swapping 

overhead that is spent during paging and establishing the 
connection, and the overhead that is being spent to keep a 
steady connection for each AP. The optimal point on the 
tradeoff depends on the rate that the AP switches APs as well 
as on the number of packets it receives and sends. 

Easy Configuration ofSTA 
When purchasing a new S TA, it is required to configure the 

STA with the security settings of the existing network (in case 
the network is secure). If the network is not secure, the new 
owner usually only needs to select his network from the list of 
available networks that is received by the wireless network 
card. 

60 service. The swapping service allows the user to gain access 
to many locked networks (the locked networks of the other 
users that joined the swapping service), in return that he 
allows users to use his network for the purpose of connecting 
to the Internet. If the user agrees, the access parameters to his 

65 network (encryption key, MAC address, default gateway, 
etc.) are securely stored in the network (for example in GN 21, 
and a backup server). The security information is securely 
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sent directly into the hardware (or network card) of other 
STAs, when they need to connect using his AP. 

As the security parameters are sent directly to the STA's 
network hardware, it can make sure that the communication 
that is established is designated outside the user's network, 
and will not jeopardize the computers on the user's network. 
Furthermore, GN 21 can monitor the amount of bandwidth 
that is consumed by visiting users, and to make sure their 
hardware limits the amount of used bandwidth such that the 
user does not experience a degradation of quality of his con
nection. Alternatively, the security information can be sent to 
the other STAs using other security measures, as known in the 
art. 

In many scenarios it is enough to trust the software that 
runs on the STA to make sure all communications are targeted 
outside the user's network, such that it does not jeopardize the 
computers on the user's network, and limit bandwidth used 
by the STA. 

The secrecy of the security parameters (such as the encryp
tion key) can be cryptographically protected while on transit 
and storage, as known in the art. 

Some APs limit the access of the subscribers by making 
sure that only specific MAC addresses connect to the net
work. As our methods as described above allow to use the 
same MAC address for several users, this specific MAC 
address can be used when using the network that restricts the 
use with specific MAC address. 

In case a S TA tries to connect to anAP with a captive portal, 
a special application on the STA is running and performs the 
authentication and log-in automatically. GN 21 can store 
typical portal appearances, such that it can guide the STA on 
how to perform the authentication/log-in process. If the STA 
comes across a captive portal which is unknown or unex
pected, it can locally store the web pages that it received from 
the captive portal and later transfer them to GN 21. GN 21 
accumulates the reports and guides STAs how to log-in to the 
captive portal in the future. As part of the swapping service, 
GN 21 can store usemame/passwords to enable connection 
through the captive portal automatically. 

Special Care for Data 
The above description works well for both voice and data. 

TN 41 might be a mobile node as well, or a fixed node in the 
network. The transferred information between STA 11 and 
ON 21 can be voice, data, or their combination. 

30 
ing a peer-to-peer network that implements the methods, 
without the need to rely heavily on large servers. 

Many nodes GN 21, GN 22 (not shown), can each control 
a group of APs. To make the system grow "automatically", it 
is possible to give users a "base" that will act as their point of 
presence in the network. For example, the base can assume 
the role of TN 41 as a Mobile IP proxy. The base can connect 
to the wired network at the premises of the customer. Some 
bases will assume the role of a GN, where theGNs can be 

10 managed by either a network control center, or through peer
to-peer protocols. 

In early stages of deployment of the system, when there is 
still a small number ofGNs, each GN might need to cover a 
large number APs. A general server can back-up all informa-

15 tion that theGNs hold. To avoid the situation, where a single 
GN needs to cover a huge number of APs with pseudo
beacons, the system might not use the pseudo-beacon mecha
nism (although, it should be noted that with moderate com
puting power and network resources, a GN might be able to 

20 cover a few thousands of APs ). In the worst case scenario of 
a peer-to-peer network, there is one base (GN) for each STA, 
and this GN act as the GN for the APs in the proximity of the 
STA. 

When the STA moves, the coverage area in the responsi-
25 bility of theGN moves with it. In this case, theGN can fetch 

information on neighboring APs from the general server. 
When GN abandons an AP, it can store the information it 
gathered about it in the general server, for later use by possi
bly other GNs. In a system which is not based on many small 

30 GNs, a large GN can assume the role of the smaller GNs. 
It should be noted that it takes some time to gather the 

information on the APs (such as timing, default gateways, 
etc). However, once a single STA passes in an area, it obtains 
the needed information. This information is later stored in the 

35 GNs and general server, for the benefit of all STAs in the 
future. 

If a STA needs to handover into anAP which has no STAs 
currently in it, it might not have the needed resources pre
allocated (such as an associated MAC address and IP 

40 address), and might therefore need to gain it by itself. How
ever, in many cases the STA can obtain resources at one pass 
in the area, and these resources (such as IP address) will stay 
for the next pass in the area (which can be hours later). 

In case STA 11 wishes to communicate with a node that is 45 

An Alternate Fast Method for Connecting to an AP-Re
moving the Assumption on the Existence of STA 12 in the 
Coverage of the New AP not aware of the novel network, it can do so through a node 

that is aware of the network. For example, TN 41 can serve as 
a proxy for STA 11 (in a similar way to mobile IP). The node 
that is not aware of the network communicates with TN 41. 
TN 41 forward the information to STAll. TN 41 can allocate 50 

A possible drawback of the above method offast handover 
is that it requires that the pool of resources that GN 21 holds 
should contain a valid IP address of the AP that STA is 
handing over to. If the DHCP lease time is long enough, 
having a valid IP might not be a problem, but on short lease 
times with only a few STAs roaming it is desirable to perform 

an IP address (perhaps using NAT, or allocate ports using its 
own IP address) that will serve STA 11. 

To balance the communication load, STA 11 can have 
several network nodes such as TN 41, TN 42 (not shown), etc, 
to be its proxies in parallel. In fact, the resulting connection 
between STA 11 and TN 41 can be seen as a layer 2 (MAC) 
connection, on top of which the communication is performed. 
In this setup, TN 41 serves as the default gateway ofSTA 11, 
and optionally can run a DHCP server and a NAT server. 

Executing the Invention over a Peer-to-Peer Network 
Another novel aspect of the above novel methods takes 

advantage of the fact that the wireless network is local in 
nature, as the APs are geographically adjacent. The system 
and method as described in this disclosure allows GN 21 to be 
responsible over a small geographical area with little interac
tion with its neighbors. As a result, the methods that are 
disclosed can be implemented by many small devices form-

handovers even if there is no valid IP available in the pool. 
Unfortunately, a typical execution of the DHCP protocol can 

55 take several seconds to complete, which might be too long for 
a fast handover. Interestingly, we observe that many APs will 
forward information even if the IP that is being used was not 
allocated by DHCP. 

60 

Therefore, we disclose the following method: 
Choose a MAC and associate it with the AP (or use an 

Associated MAC without an associated IP address), choose a 
random (but valid) IP address, and use it. 

The STA must use the correct default gateway settings of 
the AP (these settings can be stored in GN 21). If the STA 

65 wishes to use DNS, it must have the DNS settings of the AP 
(which can be received from GN 21), or DNS services are 
provided through GN 21. 
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Choosing a valid IP at random results in a very low prob
ability of colliding with another IP address that is used in the 
AP. Note, however, that the STA still needs to authenticate/ 
log-in through the captive portal in case such portal exists. 

Another method that can be used to quickly obtain an IP 
address, such that the IP address is not already allocated by 
the DHCP of the AP is disclosed. Most DHCP implementa
tions of AP send an ICMP (Internet Control Message Proto
col) Echo Request (ping) before allocating an IP address, to 
make sure that it is unused. Therefore, STA can begin the 10 

DHCP protocol, then, wait for the ICMP echo request that the 
AP sends, and understand the IP that is going to be allocated 
to it. 

Therefore, a S TA can start using the IP address and respond 
15 

to the ICMP echo request. It can then prematurely terminate 
the DHCP protocol (as it already got an IP). Alternatively, 
STA can use the IP address from the ICMP echo request 
without responding to it, and complete the DHCP process. If 
the IP address that is allocated during the DHCP is identical to 20 

the IP address (vast majority of cases), then STA simply saved 
time. Otherwise, it can move from the IP address of the ICMP 
echo request to the IP address that was allocated. 

If no connection to GN 21 is available, the default gateway 
address can be guessed, as in the majority of the cases the 25 

default gateway address is one out of only a few addresses. 
Common addresses are: 192.168.1.1, 192.168.2.1, 10.0.0.1, 
etc. 

32 
Method for Uploading Data Files 
In a system with means for providing a wireless Internet 

connection to WiFi -enabled devices (STAs ), a method for fast 
uploading of information from STAs to the Internet, com
prises: 

a. a first STA, such as a laptop computer, connects to the 
Internet; 

b. a second STA, such as a camera, wirelessly connects to 
the first STA, and uploads the information using the fast and 
direct-wireless connection between the STAs; 

c. The first STA temporarily stores the information; 
d. The first STA uploads the information to the Internet 

through its backhaul. 
* * End of method * * 
Notes: 
1. In the above method, the first STA may include for 

example a laptop or a personal computer, the second STA may 
include a digital camera or a digital video camera, and the 
information may include digital pictures or digital clips. 

2. The second STA preferably disconnects from the first 
STA after completing to upload the information to the first 
STA, but before the first STA completes the upload of infor
mation to the Internet; the first STA completes the upload of 
information from its temporary storage. 

3. An additional step in the above method may include the 
following: 

e. at a later time, the second STA connects to the Internet 
and verifies that the information was uploaded correctly. 

Moreover, the default gateway is usually the AP itself. Its 
MAC address is known (as it is broadcasted in the beacon). 
Therefore, inmost cases it is enough to forward packets to this 
MAC address (without knowing its IP address). 

4. The information may be encrypted by the second STA 
30 before being transmitted. 

It will be recognized that the foregoing is but one example 
of an apparatus and method within the scope of the present 
invention and that various modifications will occur to those 
skilled in the art upon reading the disclosure set forth here-A STA with a Capability to Connect on Two Channels in 

Parallel 
35 inbefore. 

The present application discloses a STA which has a capa
bility of communicating in two or more channels in parallel 
(for example, by using two wireless network cards). This 
capability can enable a STA to be connected to two APs in 
parallel without the need to implement sophisticated mecha- 40 

nisms that actually simulate this situation. Thus, a STA can 
connect with future AP while maintaining a connection 
through its servingAPs. Being connected to two or moreAPs 
simultaneously allows greater bandwidth by utilizing two 
connections instead of one, and the performance of soft- 45 

handovers, i.e., the STA stays connected through one AP, 
while disconnecting from the second AP in the process of 
handover. 

Fast Uploading of Digital Camera Pictures 
Digital cameras might be equipped with WiFi. The owner 50 

of such a camera would like to upload his pictures from the 
camera to a server that stores the pictures on the Internet-the 
reasons for this may vary from being able to share the photos 
while on vacation with family members left at home, back up 
the pictures from the digital camera to the Internet server, or 55 

simply because the memory card on the camera is running out 
of space. A major problem is that to upload the pictures to the 
Internet may take a very long time, as pictures consume 
megabytes to store. 

Solution: The camera sends the photos to a laptop over 60 

WiFi (this connection is very fast), then disconnects and the 
camera's user may move on. Then, the laptop uploads the 
pictures to the Internet server (this process can take a long 
time as it involves uploading a lot of data), but the laptop 
owner would not feel it as a burden, since the pictures can be 65 

uploaded when his Internet connection is not used for other 
purposes. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A computing device comprising: 
a communication module adapted to: 

(1) wirelessly connect said computing device to an IP 
based network via a first wireless access point (AP) 
having a first AP Identification (APID); and 

(2) wirelessly communicate with other wireless enabled 
computing devices ; 

a user interface and display adapted to allow a user of said 
computing device to interact with destinations over the 
IP based network, through the first wireless AP, using a 
first public IP address; and 

anAP module adapted to: 
(1) provide a given device of the other wireless enabled 

computing devices with access to the IP based net
work by causing said computing device to serve the 
given device as a second AP having a second APID, 
distinct from the first APID, and provide the given 
device access to the network via the first AP; and 

(2) turmel data traffic from the given device, through said 
computing device, through the firstAP, through the IP 
network, to a proxy server, such that the proxy server 
acts as a proxy of the given device and the data traffic 
is secure from said computing device and firstAP and 
the given device operates on the network with a public 
IP address distinct from the first public IP address. 

2. A computing device according to claim 1, wherein the 
second APID is associated with the proxy server. 

3. A computing device according to claim 2, wherein said 
AP module turmels data traffic to the proxy server in response 
to the given device using the secondAPID. 
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4. A computing device according to claim 1, wherein said 
computing device is a mobile device. 

5. A computing device according to claim 4, wherein said 
computing device is a cellular phone. 

6. A computing device according to claim 4, wherein said 
computing device is a laptop computer. 

7. A computing device according to claim 1, wherein said 
computing device prevents the other wireless enabled com
puting devices from accessing its inner network. 

8. A computing device comprising: 10 

a first communication module adapted to communicate 
over an IP network, using a first public IP address, via a 
first wireless access point (AP), the first wireless AP 
having a first AP Identification (APID); 

a second communication module adapted to wirelessly 15 

communicate, as a second access point (AP) having a 
second APID, with other wireless enabled computing 
devices and provide the other wireless enabled comput
ing devices access to the IP network via the first wireless 
AP, wherein data traffic from the other wireless enabled 20 

computing devices is tunneled by the secondAP through 
the first AP to a proxy server such that the proxy server 
acts as a proxy of the other wireless enabled computing 
devices and the data traffic is secure from the first and 
second APs and the other wireless enabled computing 25 

devices operate on the IP network with a public IP 
address distinct from the first public IP address; 

34 
data storage adapted to store data, addressed to a destina

tion on the IP network, received wirelessly via said 
second commnnication module, from a given device of 
the other wireless enabled computing devices; 

transmission logic adapted to transmit the stored data to the 
destination, over the IP network, after communications 
between said computing device and the given device are 
disconnected, such that data may be uploaded from a 
client device to said computing device and subsequently 
uploaded by said computing device to a destination on 
the internet. 

9. A computing device according to claim 8, wherein said 
computing device is a mobile device. 

10. A computing device according to claim 9, wherein said 
computing device is a cellular phone. 

11. A computing device according to claim 9, wherein said 
computing device is a laptop computer. 

12. A computing device according to claim 8, wherein the 
computing device is further adapted to send to the given 
device, over the IP network, a confirmation once the data is 
completely transmitted to the destination. 

13. Communication circuitry adapted to: 
(1) generate a second access point identification (APID) 

associated with an access point (AP) having a firstAPID: 
(2) provide a tunnel for wireless devices connecting to said 

AP using the secondAPID. 

* * * * * 




